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"Florence Home Needle-work," for 1889, is the third of a

series published under this title, the first having been printed in

1887 and the second in 1888. Like its predecessors, the 1889 edition

consists of a collection of descriptions of various kinds of work

which come properly under this head, and which has been compiled

by a writer on this subject from the libraries and museums of

Europe, where needle-work has been practised by the people in all

conditions of life for many centuries. The descriptions are illus-

trated by engravings made by our own artists expressly for this

edition, and are so clear that we think little difficulty will be experi-

enced by our readers in the use of the beautiful stitches employed

by the people of other countries in their home needle-work. An

illustrated chapter on Fancy Silk Mittens, by the same writer who

has contributed several articles on this subject before, and who was

probably the first to call public attention to this work and to give

instruction in it, will, we predict, be a popular feature. We are able

to give also a chapter on Embroidery, by a writer who has before

furnished us with some thoughts on this subject, and whose aim is to

describe in a simple manner work which has recently come under her

notice, and which has popularity among her circle of friends.

HINTS TO PURCHASERS OF MATERIAL.

In the descriptions of needle-work which are found in the follow-

ing pages, frequent mention is made of suitable material. In the

selection of silk threads care is required. Buyers should note care-

fully the labels on spools and skeins, for the purpose of obtaining a

reliable brand, and should note also the size. If a silk thread is to be

used on wash material, then it must be a wash silk ; hence the impor-

tance of the name. By reference to pages 14, 15 and 16, the reader
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will find engravings of spools and skeins of Corticelli "Wash Silk.

On each skein appears a ticket showing the brand as well as the size

and shade numbers. Light material requires light-weight silk, and
coarse, heavy stuff should carry a silk of corresponding size, which
is indicated by these labels. Mention has been made by the com-
piler and contributors of some uses for the various kinds of material

and work described under different heads, but we shall expect our
readers to discover many other ways to usefully apply the numerous
suggestions in needle-work to be found in this collection. We
desire to add, however, some information as to silk for knittino-

which is of special importance to any one desiring to knit mittens
from the rules which follow.

Florence Knitting Silk is made of the best quality of pure silk the
market affords, prepared by combing in a manner similar to that
adopted in the preparation of fine wools when intended for knitting
purposes. It is only in this way that the peculiar " soft finish," so
noticeable in all silk threads bearing the Florence brand, is obtained.
Silk knitting yarns made by combing are very uniform in size. They
have a rich, subdued lustre, which is fully preserved, and even in-
creased, by frequent washings. It is our purpose to offer the
Florence Silk in no shade which will not bear reasonable washing
without impairing its beauty of color.

Florence Knitting Silk is always sold in one-half-ounce balls. It
is made in two sizes, No. 300 (coarse) and No. 500 (fine). In buy-
ing, see that the brand Florence is plainly stamped in one end of
the wood on which the silk is wound. Both sizes can be obtained
in any of the following colors, viz. : black

; cardinal ; scarlet
j sultan

light, medium and dark garnet; pink; flesh; terra-cotta; light and
medium blue; French blue; medium and dark navy; light, medium
and peacock blue

;
turquoise blue ; cadet blue ; straw ; bright yellow •

gold; old gold; blue white; cream white; tan; fawn; drab; steel'
slate; gray; light, medium and dark brown; seal brown- olive
brown; invisible green; olive green in five shades; royal purple-
lavender; pearl and cherry. The No. 300 size can also be had in
shaded olive, scarlet, blue, yellow, brown and green.
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CAUTION.

Ladies are cautioned against all imitations of Florence Knitting

Silk.

These imitations are offered by makers of sewing silk who have

neither the experience nor the machinery required for making genuine

knitting silk. Our readers, if using any of the nondescript yarns or

so-called knitting silks which we caution them against, although other-

wise following the rules laid down in this book, will have no one to

blame but themselves, if they meet with failure in trying to do good

work. To do good work, one must have the best silk. To obtain the

best, buy only the Florence Knitting Silk. Brilliancy and durability

of color, smoothness and evenness of size in thread, with softness of

finish and freedom from all deleterious dyestuffs, are the qualities

which have established the reputation of the Florence as the only

Knitting Silk which has met with favorable consideration. It is for

sale by dealers in fine fancy goods everywhere. Ask for it, and do

not allow substitutes to be imposed upon you.

WASHING.

In washing articles made from Florence Silk, use a moderate

amount of castile soap, thoroughly dissolved in tepid water. Ex-

tract the water by rolling and twisting in a coarse crash towel, after

which put in good form and dry without exposure to the sun.

All the rules given in this book for mittens are based upon an

estimate of 16 stitches to each inch in width, for No. 19 needles, with

No. 300 Florence Knitting Silk. The calculation is for medium

knitting, neither very close nor very loose.

NONOTUCK SILK CO.,

FLORENCE, MASS.
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Direc

Explanation of Abbreviations and Terms used in giving

Directions.

K — Means knit plain.

N — ig to narrow, and means to knit two stitches together.

p— Means to purl or seam.

p|SJ — Means to purl or seam two stitches together.

S and B — Is to slip and bind, and means to slip one stitch, knit the next, and
pass the slipped stitch over.

O — Means thread thrown over as if you were about to purl.

S — Is to slip the stitch off without knitting.

Round. When the work is done with four needles in a tubular web, this expres-
sion describes one circuit of the web from the first stitch of the first needle to the
last stitch of third needle inclusive. •

ROW. This term is made use of only when the work is done on two needles in a
flat web.

Repeat. This word, following a description of round or row, means that the
same work is to be done again, not only once, but throughout the round or row. In
other places the word implies a repetition of all rows or rounds preceding it in that
rule.

Position of Needles. The needle where the round begins we style the first;
those which follow, the second and third ; and that needle which is out of the work
(seldom referred to in our rules) we call the fourth. As they are constantly chang-
ing places, it is evident that it is the position of the needle, rather than the needle
itself, which is spoken of.

Cast Off. This is done by knitting two stitches, passing the first one over the
second, and repeating as required.

To knit a stitch crossed is to pass the needle into the stitch on the right-hand side
instead of the left, the rest of the operation being the same as knitting plain.

Cast On. -Tie a loop in the end of silk, and slip it on the left-hand needle. Into
ui» loop thrust the right-hand needle, throw thread over, and form a stitch which
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RULE A.

General Directions for Knitting Mittens from Florence Knit-

ting Silk.

The size of silk best adapted for this work is No. 300, and the proper size of

needle is No. 19, although No. 18 needles, which are one size coarser, will answer.

[Diagram showing manner of forming thumb, as referred to in directions for

knitting Florence Silk Mittens. See Rule A. Expla-

nation.— The oblong piece, A, B, C, D, shows section

of wrist. The double lines, a, b, C, d, represent the

purled stripes spoken of in said rule, and the dots on the

margin of the triangular piece (E) represent the points

where the increase is made to form the same. The tri-

angular piece (E) is the lower portion of the thumb.']

To make our instructions in the

rules which will follow more easily

understood, we give here some direc-

tions of a general character, which

will serve to govern the knitter in

making mittens of any size, either

for children, for ladies or for gen-

tlemen.

Mittens with fancy work in wrist

and back will be chiefly considered

;

and frequent reference will be made

to diagrams. See Fig. A and Fig. A A.

These mittens are all knit in rounds, forming a tubular web,

in one side of which sufficient increase is made during the prog-

ress of the work to form a thumb. When the proper length is

obtained to cover the wider portion of the hand, the web is de-

creased at regular intervals until all stitches are disposed of,

thus giving the mittens a round finish like the toe of a stocking.

The knitting of a mitten, therefore, will be best considered in four parts, — the

wrist, the thumb, and the remaining parts, which for convenience we call the

gusset and the hand.

THE WRIST.
Cast on any number of stitches which is a multiple of the number of stitches

required in the fancy design to be used, and knit in rounds according to the rule laid

down for the fancy pattern. Repeat the pattern any number of times, to suit the

length required.

If fancy work is to be extended down the back of hand, ten or twelve rounds of

plain work should be introduced both sides of the fancy stripe before the increase

for thumb is begun. If fancy work is to be introduced in wrist only, the pattern

should be discontinued ten or twelve rounds before the thumb is commenced, and

plain knitting substituted.

In children's mittens, from five to eight rounds will be enough, according to size.

Fig. A A.

Fig. A.
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POSITION OF THUMB.
In all mittens where a fancy design is introduced in the back, great care must be

taken to start the thumb at such a point that the fancy stripe will be in the centre of
the back of mitten when it is on the hand.

This will not be the case if the stripe be placed in the centre of mitten when
folded, as shown in Fig. A.
The central stitch of the fancy stripe should be about one-third the distance

around the hand, measuring from the purled stripe which outlines the thumb.
The number of plain stitches, therefore, between the thumb and fancy stripe, will
vary according to the size of mitten and the number of stitches employed in the
stripe.

It should also be remembered that on a right-hand mitten the thumb must be at
the left of the fancy stripe, while on a left-hand mitten it must be placed at the right
of the stripe.

Both mittens are alike where fancy work is knit only in the wrist.

THE THUMB.
The thumb is formed by taking three stitches as a base, and increasing one stitch

on each of the two outside stitches, in every fourth round, until a sufficient number
of stitches is obtained for the widest part.
One stitch is to be purled each side of the three base stitches in every round until

the point A (Fig. A) is reached, thus forming purled stripes which outline thethumb, as shown in diagram (Fig. A A).
The manner of increasing is to pick up from the back side of work the loop which

crosses the base of the stitch on which the increase is made, knit a new stitch in thatoop, and afterwards knit the stitch itself. This method makes two stitches where
there was before but one, and leaves the work solid and neat
Another method is to pick up a loop between two stitches, and knit as a stitch.
Still another way is to throw the thread over, forming a loop, which becomes anew stitch n the next round. The last two methods are'not recommended,

a
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mitten represented above the points C, D (Fig. A), observe the following instruc-

tions :
—

Having obtained the proper length for the widest part of the hand, if the number

of stitches be not already divisible by nine, narrow in the next round at intervals

of seven stitches until the number is so divisible ; then proceed as follows, viz.

:

1st round, knit plain; 2d round, * k 7, n, repeat to * and knit 7 rounds

plain; 10th round, * k 6, n, repeat to * and knit 6 rounds plain; 17th

round, * k 5, n, repeat to * and knit 5 rounds plain ; 23d round, * k 4, n,

repeat to * and knit 4 rounds plain ; now narrow once on each needle, in every

round, until only 4 stitches are left on a needle ; then narrow twice on each needle,

and cast off. When decreasing once on each needle only, do not narrow at the

same point in every round, but at a different place in each successive round.

TO FINISH THE THUMB.
Place the stitches which are on the twine on three needles, and pick up 4 loops

from the base of gore formed between the hand and thumb by casting on the 4 extra

stitches. Knit once around, and narrow once in each of the next 4 rounds at the

point where the gusset is, then knit as many rounds as necessary to give proper

length and finish by narrowing once on each needle in every round, until all the

stitches are disposed of.

RULE B.

Directions for Knitting a Hem.

Very attractive borders for mittens or stockings are easily made by casting on the

stitches loosely and knitting several rounds plain, followed by one round of open-

work knit thus : n, o, repeat.

Follow the round of open-work with a number of rounds of plain knitting equal

to that which preceded it.

In the next round, turn the edge of work up inside, and pick up and knit with

each stitch on the needles one loop from the edge where your work was commenced,

thus forming a perfect hem. There will always be exactly the same number of

loops on the edge of the work as there are stitches on the needles, if the casting on

has been properly done.

These hems may be of any desired width. In our rules for mittens we have used

some narrow and some wide borders.

The knitted hem is recommended for beginning stockings, either for ladies or

children. It forms a neat, strong border, precisely like that seen in expensive

"full-fashioned" French hosiery, and looks much better than the ancient method

of ribbing.

Corticelli Embroidery Silk.

On Spools, 3 Yards.

This style of Spool Embroidery Silk is of recent

adoption. The quality and size of the thread is the

same as we have sold for many years in skeins, which

can now be entirely dispensed with by dealers, with a

great saving of time and trouble. Sold in size EE
only.
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RULE 1.

LADIES' FANCY SILK MITTENS. (Fig. 1.)

Materials : 1 v/z oz. No. 300
Florence Knitting Silk, and four
No. 19 knitting needles.

Cast on to each of two needles
25 stitches, and on to the third

needle 30 stitches, making 80 in

all, and knit 5 rounds plain.

6th round, n, o, repeat. .

Knit 7 rounds plain. 14th
round, o, k 3, n, repeat.

15th, 16th, and 17th rounds,

like 14th. 18th round,
knit plain. 19th round,
o, s and b, k 3, repeat. 20th
round, k 1, o, s and b, k 2,

repeat. 21st round, k 2,

o, s and b, k 1, repeat. 22d
round, k 3, o, s and b, repeat.

Note. The nine rounds from

14th to 22d inclusive produce a

result slightly different but in

general effect the same as seen

in engraving (Fig. 1).

Knit 6 rounds plain. 29th
round, o, k 3, n, repeat.

30th round, k 1, o, k 2, n,

repeat. 31st round, k 2,

k 1, n, repeat. 32d
round, k 3, o, n, repeat.

Knit 2 rounds plain. The last

six rounds are repeated seven

times to complete the pattern in

wrist. The fancy stripe in

back ofhand requires 29 stitches.

There are nine repetitions of the

pattern, knit in 8 rounds each as

follows, viz. : 1st round, s

and b, k 3, o, s and b, k 1 , o, k 3,

o, k 2, s 1, k 2 together, pass s

over, k 2, o, k 3, o, k 1, n, o, k 3, n.

2d, 4th, 6th and 8th
rounds knit plain. 3d
round, s and b, k 2, o, k 1, s

and b, o, k 2, s and b, o, k 1, o,

k 1, s 1, k 2 together, pass s

over, k l,o, k 1, o, n, k 2, o, n,

k i, o, k 2, n. 5th round,
s and b, k 1, o, k 2, s and b, k 3,

o, s and b, o, k 5, o, n, o, k 3, n,
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k2,o,kl,n. 7th round, s and b,o, k 3, s and b, k 2,07 k 2, o, k 2, si, k 2

together, pass s over, k 2, o, k 2, o, k 2, n, k 3, o, n. The fancy design at end of

stripe is knit on the same 29 stitches in rounds as follows, viz. : 1st round, k 1,

s and b, k 2, o, s and b, k 1, o, k 3, o, k 2, s 1, k 2 together, pass s over, k 2, o, k 3,

o, k 1, n, o, k 2, n, k 1. Every alternate round is knit plain. 3d round, kl,

8 and b, k 1, o, k 1, s and b, o, k 2, s and b, o, k 1, o, k 1, s l,k 2 together, pass s over,

k 1, o, k 1, o, n, k 2, o, n, k 1, o, k 1, n, k 1. 5th round, k 1, s and b, o, k 2, s and

b, k 3, o, s and b, o, k 5, o, n, o, k 3, n, k 2, o, n, k 1. 7th round, k 2, s and b,

k 2, o, k 1, s and b, o, k 2, o,

k 2, 8 1, k 2 together, pass s

over, k 2, o, k 2, o, n, k 1, o,

k 2, n, k 2. 9th round,
k 2, s and b, k 1, o, k 1, s and

b, o. k 3, o, k 2, s 1, k 2

together, pass s over, k 2, o,

k3, o, n, k l,o, k 1, n, k 2.

11th round, k 2, s and

b, o, k 2, s and b, k 3, o, k 1,

o, k 1, s 1, k 2 together, pass

8 over, k 1, o, k 1, o, k 3, n,

k 2, o, n, k 2. 13th
round, k 3, s and b, k 2, o,

s and b, k 1, o, s and b, o, k

5, o, n, o, k 1, n, o, k 2, n,

k 3. 15th round, k 3,

8 and b, k 1, o, k 1, s and b,

o, k 2, o, k 2, s 1, k 2 together,

pass s over, k 2,«o, k 2, o, n,

kl, o, kl, n, k 3. 17th
round, k 3, s and b, o, k 6,

0, k 2, s 1, k 2 together, pass

s over, k 2, o, k 6, o, n, k 3.

19th round, k 4, s

and b, k 2, o, s and b, k 1, o,

k l,o, k 1, s 1, k 2 together,

pass s over, k 1, o, k 1, o, k

1, n, o, k 2, n, k 4. 21st round, k 4, s and b, k 1, o, k 1, s and b, o, s and b, o,

k 5, o, n, o, n, k 1, o, k 1, n, k 4. 23d round, k 4, s and b, o, k 5, o, k 2, s 1,

k 2 together, pass s over, k 2, o, k 5, o, n, k 4. 25th round, k 5, s and b, k 2,

o, k 2, o, k 2, s 1, k 2 together, pass s over.'k 2, o, k 2, o, k 2, n, k 5. 27th

round, k 5, s and b, k 1, o, k 4, o, k 1, s 1, k 2 together, pass s over, k 1, o, k 4, o, k

l, n) k5. 29th round, k 5, s and b, o, s and b, k 2, o, k 2, o, s 1, k 2 together,

pass s over, o, k 2, o, k 2, n, o, n, k 5. - - 31st round, k 7, s and b, k 1, o, k 9, o,

kl, n, k 7.

o, n, k 7.-

Fig. 2. (Detail of Fig. 1.)

33d round, k 7, s and b, o, k 1, s and b, k 2, o, k 1, o, k 2, n, k 1,

35th round, k 10, s and b, k 1, o, k 3, o, k 1, n, k 10.- -37th
39th round, k 12, s and b, o, k 1, orround, k 10, s and b, o, k 5, o, n, k 10.

n, k 12.

All other portions of this mitten are knit plain (see general directions, Rule A).

The fancy open-work in back and wrist is covered by a lining, which is done by

picking up on three needles the 80 loops formed by casting on in the beginning, and

knitting as stitches in plain rounds until you have a tubular web of length to cover

the fancy work in wrist. The first five rounds of the mitten are turned in and
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counted as part of the lining, the sixth forming the fancy notched edge of wrist
engraving). Having the proper length for lining the wrist, cast off very loo l

portion of the stitches, leaving enough with which to knit a flat web of width
*

length to a little more than cover the fancy work in back of the mitten This h T
be knit in rows like the heel.of a stocking. When the proper length is obtained catoff very loosely, and finish the mitten by sewing in such a manner as will not in!
fere with its elasticity at the wrist. If the lining is omitted, the first five round* <the mitten will be turned under and sewed down for a hem. This makes a neat and

f
• ^* (Detail of Ftp i \
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*fc' NEEDLE-WORK HINTS.
By Aunt Louisa.

hrm •*» Each successive year brings some features in needle-work which meet with

greater favor than other forms which are equally meritorious, but which have not

.*

*

k

I la Ik* '

Fig. 4. Darned Tile.

succeeded in gaining the popular fancy to the same extent. For some unaccountable
reason, the majority of women delight in doing the same kind of fancy work which is

engaging the attention of their circle of acquaintances at the moment, and seemingly
care little for exercising originality or invention. Belonging to the majority, we find

ourselves now engaged at every convenient opportunity in the absorbing work of
'* darning " a small piece of linen "huck," such as is used for nice towels. This
piece of darning, in a nearly completed state, is shown on a reduced scale in the en-

graving (Fig. 4), and a section of the same, shown full size, may be also seen in

Fig. 5, which indicates the manner in which the work is done.
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Fig. 5. (Detail of Fig. 4.)

The conventional figure is first stamped on the " huck." This is a rose and leaf.
The darning is first done over the surface of the rose, using a medium shade of
Corticelli Wash Floss (see Fig.E), color, light terra-cotta, drawn in with thread,
doubled. The darning is so simple and is so well shown in the engraving, that little
description is required. It is well to understand, however, that the silk does not

pass through the foundation

material except at the edges of

the design, where the needle is

passed through and brought
back one line below, ready to

continue darning in the oppo-
site direction, picking up each
one of the overshot threads

which appear in pairs in regu-
Fig.E. lar rows on the surface of the

linen. The outlines of the rose, as well as the veins of the same, are done in outline
stitch, with Corticelli Wash Embroidery Silk, size EE (Figs. B and C), color, me-
dium terra-cotta. Portions of the petals are grounded with French knots instead of
darning, to represent shadow. The outlines and veins of the leaf are also done

ugE Embroidery, in

.^ter
shade of olive.

jliRopc Silk (Fig. r
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ammm*

li i* a loieili

lingamedioa^

,
drawn iowHli*

be engravioi-

where the*»

irDing^

the o«i*

• on U*'urf<

lea/
**

Fig. B.

with the E E Embroidery, in a medium olive shade, and the ground of leaf is darned

in n lighter shade of olive. The groundwork around the figure is darned with

Corticelli Rope Silk (Fig. F), in a medium shade of old blue. The effect of this

work when complete is a very

unique representation of a tile

in silk needle work, and our

purpose is to make a series of

these tiles, which will form a

border for a bed-spread, the

centre of which will be of

heavy linen sheeting. The rose

and leaf design, is outlined a

second time with black, using

one thread of Corticelli Wash
Floss (Fig. E), the effect of

which is to put shade around

the design, and give it greater

prominence. Our ** craze " for

this work came from a view Fig. C.

of a sofa pillow planned and executed by a neighbor. By the help of the engraver

we are able to show this design, much reduced. The square entire is shown, on a

Fig. D.
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Fia. S.
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very small scale, in Fig. 6, and a section of the same on a larger scale is seen in Fig.

7. The dogwood design is done entirely in orange, with Corticelli E E Wash Em-
broidery Silk (Figs. B and C), and the grounding in a lighter but harmonious shade
of yellow called gold, with Corticelli Rope Silk (Fig. F). The embroidery in the
flower is called skeleton embroidery; the stitches vary in length, as appears. The
leaves are done in outline first with the orange E E Embroidery, and second with

Fig. 7. (Detail of Fig. 6.)

black Corticelli Wash Floss (Fig. E). The light portions of the design, as shown,

represent the ground left blank.

Fig. 8 shows a tidy of linen " huck " with a border in darned work, as before de-

scribed. The colors are three shades of yellow for outlines of figures, with ground

of old blue. The material is all Corticelli Rope Silk (Fig. F)

.

Fig. 9 is a short tidy made of linen momie cloth worked in a clover-leaf design

;

the leaves in dark copper color with button-hole stitch, and the veins and scroll in a

lighter shade of same with outline stitch, the whole of the work being done with

Corticelli Wash Etching Silk, No. 500 (Fig. D).

Fig. 10 shows a section of a bread doyley, with a simple design of hops worked in

skeleton embroidery with white " Corticelli Wash Floss " (Fig. E), and afterwards
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Fig. 8. Tidy with Darned Border.
outlined and veined with the same in a medium olive shade. The engraving does
not do justice to the subject, which is an exquisite piece of workmanship.

Fig. 11 shows views of tassels of two sizes, made in a simple manner from Corti-
celh Rope Silk (Fig. F) , by winding the same around a flat, stiff piece of paste-board,
and tying by means of holes cut through the board, and afterwards cutting the silk

i-fcOREW
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FLORENCE HOME NEEDLE -WORK. 19

Fig. 9. Tidy.

at one edge of same. This shape of tassel is now the prevailing style, and the great

variety of colors in which the silk can be had enables one to match any piece of

Fig. 10. Section op Doyley.
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Fig. 11. Tassels of Rope Silk.

goods. The larger tassel requires two skeins of Rope Silk. The smaller one was
made from one skein. If these tassels, after making, are held a few seconds ovei»a

steaming kettle of water, they assume a fuller and more regular shape, which adds
to their already beautiful appearance.
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EMBROIDERY

The ornamental stitches described in this chapter are used in many ways in various

kinds of fancy needle-work. The descriptions given, though brief, are made clear

by excellent engravings which illustrate the subject.

Materials.— Fabric for this work may be either silk, wool or linen. If the

needle-work is to be done on articles which require washing, Wash Silk only should

be used, and the beet size is the EE. Corticelli Wash Silk is a thoroughly reliable

brand, and may be had in ten-yard skeins, as shown in Fig. B. ; or on spools, as shown

in Fig. C. Thoughtful buyers will notice the tickets, to see that the right size and

kind is secured.

Outlining and Padding. —The outlining of a pattern is an important pre-

liminary. A want of precision in the ultimate effect is often due to careless outlining.

Fasten in the silk by a few running stitches, never with a knot, a rule to be observed

in all embroidery, except in rare cases. Finish off your thread by drawing it

through the tracing stitches, or through some part of the pattern already finished.

Fill in the spaces between the lines with a padding of run threads so placed that

they lie thickly and solidly in the centre, and shade off both sides. The fulness and

roundness of the embroidery depends on the firmness of this substratum of threads.

This outlining and padding of different rounded and pointed scallops, as well as

other figures, is shown in Figs. 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 28, 30 and 31.

Blanket or Button-hole Stitch

(Fig. 12).— Work from left to right; run in

a foundation line, hold down the working

silk below the run line with the right thumb,

insert the needle above and bring it out be-

low the run line, but above the working

silk ; tighten the loop thus formed without

drawing up the stuff, and continue in this

manner, setting your stitches closely and

regularly side by side.
Fig. 12. Blanket or Button-

hole Stitch.

ill*

Ik.
TbC*%

Straight Stem Stitch (Fig. 13).—

Work from left to right. The needle must

always be inserted above the run thread

and brought out underneath it. In the case

of a very delicate pattern, take up only such

stuff as the run thread covers.

/ftHtmjytffti

Fig. 13. Straight Stem Stitch.
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Fig. 14. Sloung Stem Stitch

Sloping Stem Stitch (Fig.

14).—Work without a run stitch;

insert the needle from right to left in a

slanting direction under one or two
horizontal threads and five or six per-

pendicular ones, so that each stitch

reaches half-way back to the last.

raaEnegfr

... 5
ii:s!llii:::- :::i«:::«::n ::::::::::::::::;

Fig. 15. Back-stitch.

Fig. 16. Crossed Back-stitch.

(Right Side.)

•fW. hMIIH IUIflNU I III I I I I

ll!i!!!l!!i!!!^. : ,

Back-stitch (Fig. 15).— Small,

even stitches set closely together and
done from right to left along a straight

line may be called back-stitch. The
work is chiefly used for filling in the

centres of leaves, flowers and letters.

Crossed Back-stitch (Figs. 16

and 17). — Used sometimes on very

transparent material. It forms a close

seam of cross-stitch on the wrong side,

and two straight rows of back -stitching

on the right. To work, insert the nee-

dle as if for an ordinary back-stitch,

pass it under the stuff, sloping it a little

towards the second outline of the pattern,

and draw it out almost in front of the

first stitch. After making a back-stitch,

pass the needle up again under the stuff

and bring it out at the spot where the

next stitch is to be. Fig. 17 shows the

interlacing of the stitches on the wrong
side, and the way in which this stitch,

when it is used for filling in centres,

can be worked on the right side.
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Fig. 17. Crossed Back-stitch.

(Wrong Side.)

Fig. 18. Simple Knot Stitch.

Simple Knot Stitch (Fig. 18).—

This consists of two back-stitches side

by side, covering the same threads; it is

chiefly used for filling in leaves embroi-

dered on thin material, or in conjunction

with flat-stitch.
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Twisted Knot Stitch (Fig. 19).

— Hold the working silk down with the

thumb close to the spot where you first

brought it out, twist it twice around the

needle, turn the needle from left to right,

follow the direction indicated by the ar

row, pass it through the fabric at the

place which is marked by a dot, and

draw it out at the place where the next

stitch is to be.

Post Stitch (Fig. 20) .— Something

like knot stitch, and much used for pat-

terns composed of small flowers and

leaves, where it often takes the place of

raised satin stitch. The illustration

represents five leaves finished, and the

sixth in process. To work, bring the

needle up from the back and twist

the silk around it as many times as the

length of the stitch requires; hold the

left thumb on the curl thus formed, and,

passing the needle and silk through it,

insert it at the end of the leaf where it

first came out, and draw it out at the

right place for the next stitch.

Fig. 19. Twisted Knot Stitch.

Fig. 20. Post Stitch.

— •;::::::;::::::::::::::::;:•"

Button-hole Bars (Fig. 21).—

"When a pattern is ornamented with

open-work bars, begin by tracing the

outside parallel lines. Then button-hole

the whole lower line and the upper one

till you come to the place where the first

har is to be. then you carry your silk .

Iss and bring up'the needle from below through one of^^^^^
figure- lay three threads in this manner, inserting your needle the third time one

loop farther on. Then cover the three threads thickly with button-holing.

Fig. 21. Button-hole Bars

1

J
Fig. 22. Round Button-holed Scallops.
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Different Kinds of Scallops (Figs. 22, 23 and 24).— The outlining, padding

and button-holing of these scallops is executed in the manner already described. Be

Fig. 23. Large, Pointed, Button-holed Scallops.

careful to adapt the length of the stitches to the shape and size of the scallops. If

they are pointed (Figs. 23, 24), the stitches will have to be set very closely together on

Fig. 24. Small, Pointed, Button-holed Scallops.

the inner line, and a little play allowed them on the outer, to come exactly to the
point, which should be very sharply defined.
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Fig. 25. Rounded Rose Scallops.

Rose Scallops (Figs. 25 and 26).- These are large button-holed scallops,
with indented edges,— in the one case, rounded at the top and sharply pointed at

Fig.
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the join; in the other, pointed at the top and joined at the bottom by a straight bar

of button-holing.

Fig. 26. Pointed Rose Scallops.
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Eyelet Holes
(Figs. 27, 28 and 29).—

Outline the eyelet holes

very carefully first by

running a thread around

them,cut out the enclosed

stuff with a sharp pair of

finely pointed scissors,

and edge the hole with

plain overcasting stitch-

es, worked from left to

Fig. 27. Overcast Eyelet Holes. right When you have

a long row of these holes to make, outline the upper and lower halves alternately,

first on one side and then on the other, using two threads, and then overcast them in

the same way. The double crossing of the working threads between the eyelet holes

IjpHifitlifHiiPi

ilHiiiliiiliiiiijiJ
ii

illjl
H||rillll

Fig. 28. Button-holed Shaded Eyelet Holes.

makes them much stronger than if each hole were finished off

"^*»J. «f
the

silk passed underneath from one to the other. The lower halves of shaded eyeta*

holes (Figs. 28 and 29) are worked with very short stitches, and the upper hahes

with long ones. They may be edged entirely either with button-hohng or overcast-

ing, or half with one and half with the other.
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Fig. 29. Shaded Eyelet Holes Half Overcast, Half Button-holed,
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Leaves in Raised Satin Stitch (Fig. 30).— Raised satin stitch is chiefly

used for working flowers, leaves, petals, dots, initials and monograms. After trac-

ing the outline of the design, fill in the centres with a padding of close stitches, then,

beginning always at the point of the leaf (see letter A), cover it with flat, perfectly

even stitches, worked from right to left. B illustrates a leaf, divided through the

middle by a line of overcasting; C, one with a corded vein ; D, a divided leaf worked

in sloping satin stitch; E, a leaf with a corded vein, and framed in sloping satin

stitch; F, a leaf worked half in satin stitch, half in back-stitch and straight stem

stitch. Leaves and flowers of all descriptions can be executed in any of these

stitches, and in different combinations of the same.

Six Ways of making Dots (Fig. 31).— Dots, when they are well made,

are exceedingly effective in embroidery, and may be worked in a variety of stitches.

Dot A is worked in raised satin stitch; B, in raised satin stitch, framed in back-

stitch; C,in raised satin stitch, framed in twisted knot stitch; D is composed of

several post stitches of different lengths, set in a frame of stem stitches
;
E is worked

in back-stitch; and F consists of a small eyelet hole, with a corded setting, which

forms the centre.

Alphabet. (Figs. 32 to 35.) This complete set of designs for the letters of the.

English alphabet is intended for treatment as shown in two styles (Figs. 36 and 37).

The different letters are mostly placed diagonally, to economize space in this publi-

cation
• but the intention is to use them in an upright position, as shown in Figs. 36

and 37, where the letters are upright, but where the figures as viewed are diamond

shaped.

Florence Darning Silk.

SOFT FINISH.

Prepared expresslyfor Repairs on Silk, Woolen, Lisle Thread, or Cotton Stockings

and Undergarments.

Stockings darned with this silk last much longer, and are free from the disagree-

able bunches caused by the

use of wool or cotton yarns

for mending purposes.

In buying new hosiery, of

whatever material, ladies will

greatly increase its durability

by "running" the heels and

toes with Florence
Darning Silk. This

process, by reason of the soft

and pliable nature of the silk,

does not cause discomfort to

the wearer.

SOLD BY ALL ENTERPRISING DEALERS.
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Fig. 32. Alphabet left Blank and Outlined by Grounding.
(Letters A to H.)

rsswy/y//?//WMMm.

^G. 33. Al.l'H.
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"L

m tjt axttt atmt» Outlined by Grounding.
Fig. 33. Alphabet left Blank and ^uiu^

(Letters I to P.)
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Fig. 34. Alphabet
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Fig. 35. Alphabet left Blank and Outlined by Grounding.

(Letters Y, Z.)

The groundwork, as shown in the letter O (Fig. 36), is done in Gobelin stitch,

which is afterwards outlined with stem stiteh. The result of this treatment >s to

eave the letter blank, but surrounded by a beautiful grounding of embroidery. The

etterW (Fig. 37) is treated in the same manner, except that, instead of a double

on hue of stem st teh, the outer decoration is a row of herring-bone st.tch. The man-

2 of wort ng this 1 shown in Fig. 33. Gobelin stitch is raised satin sutch worked

direcly upon the pattern without foundation or padding. For marktug handke •

chiefs and other articles, where an ornamental initial is desired, th-s alphabet w,U

afford the bal for many other styles of treatment. Whether the foundation stuff

^w o? silkTr Leu, Conicelli Wash Silk w.,1 be found the »••»««•«. «U«ta for

the needlework, and may be used in either of the four sues, shown >n F.gs. B, C.

D or E, according to judgment.

.

.•"•

_J ;

—

Fig. 38. Herring-bone Stitch Border.

(Detail op Fig. 37.)

Florence Silk Hosiery for Ladies.

BLACK ONLY.

These goods are manufactured from flue FlorenceJ«*™
e S£* £J^

frames, in the best « full-fashioned » shapes known to
^

the
:

uade
^

extra long, are dyed in the yarn, and may be washed w.thout m u y ^
Being heavier than most silk hose, they are adapted for winter

invalids or persons who wish to avoid becoming such.
can

On receipt of two dollars, we will send one pair, post-pa.d, to any
y

not obtain them from her dealer. NONOTUCK SILK CO.,

Florence, Mass.
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Fig. 36. Letter O.
(From the Alphabet given in Figs. 32, 33, 34 and 35.)
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Fig. 37. Letter W.
(From the Alphabet given in Figs. 32, 33, 34 and 35.)
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TATTING
This work requires for its execution simply a shuttle and the thread from which

the trimming is to be made. This has commonly been done, by those fond of the
work, with cotton or linen, but very beautiful examples of tatting are now fre
quently to be seen made from silk. While other sizes and kinds may be used
for the rapid execution of good '

work, Florence Knitting Silk (Fig.

G) is, owing to its *' soft finish"

and durability, the most satisfac-

tory, and may be used either in the

No. 300 (coarse) or No. 500 (fine)

sizes. It is hardly necessary to

say that the width of trimmings

made in this way will vary ac-

cording to size of the silk, as a

coarse thread makes the knots and
picots larger and heavier. Those
ladies who have learned to do tat-

ting with fine cotton thread, and J

thrown it aside as a tedious work,fH

will find new interest and recrea '.

tion in a trial of any of the pretty^

designs shown here, using Flor-

ence Knitting Silk in size No. 300.

For use on flannels or other gar-

ments, trimming made in this way
is very beautiful.

Fig. G.

Florence Knitting Silk. For Tatting.

Shuttles.— The tatting shuttle consists of two oval blades of either bone or
ivory, pointed at both ends and joined together in the middle. A good shuttle con-
tributes to good workmanship. In making a selection, see that the two ends be close
enough to prevent the thread from protruding; this is more important in tatting
with two shuttles. The centre piece, which joins the two oval blades together,

should have a hole bored in it, large enough for the silk to pass through. In filling

the shuttle, be careful not to wind on too much silk at once, or the blades will gape
open at the ends, and the silk get soiled by constant contact with the hands.

First Position of the Hands (Fig. 39).— The construction of the knots or
stitches appears at first sight to present great difficulties, but will be easily mastered
by attention to the directions given here. One thing to be constantly borne in mind is

that when the right hand has passed the shuttle through the loop, it must stop with a

sudden jerk, and hold the silk tightly extended until the left hand has drawn up the

knot. After filling the shuttle, take the end of the silk between the thumb and fore-

finger of the left hand, and the shuttle in the right; pass the silk over the third and
fourth fingers of the left hand, bring it back towards the thumb and cross the two
threads under the fingers, as indicated in Fig. 39. Pass the silk that comes from the

shuttle around the little finger of the right hand, and give the shuttle the direction

shown in the engraving.

Second and Third Position of the Hands (Figs. 40 and 41).—Make
the shuttle pass between the first and third fingers in the direction indicated by the
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Fig. 39. First Position of the Hands.

Fig. 40. Second Position op the Hands.

arrow in Fig. 40, and bring it out behind the loop. Here the first difficulties for

beginners arise, and until they have sufficiently mastered the movements of both

hands not to confuse them, we advise them to pay careful attention to these instruc-

tions. As soon as you have put the shuttle through the loop, place the right hand

on the table with the silk tightly extended leaving the left hand perfectly passive.

Then, raising the third and fourth fingers of the left hand with the loop upon them,

jj,e loop, stretchln

Jvement a knot is

Pio. II

$[ common one in t;i

•still as long as the If

ilkthat is In the l.-ft

iron through the k

ie free play needed i

Fi.;. 42.
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pull up the loop, stretching the silk tightly iu so doing by extending the fingers. By
this movement a knot is formed— the first part of the "double knot" — which is

the most common one in tatting. Remember that the right hand must be kept per-

fectly still as long as the left is in motion, and that the knot must be formed of the

loop silk that is in the left hand. The right-hand, or shuttle silk, must always be
free to run through the knots; as, if it were itself formed into knots, it would not

have the free play needed for loosening and tightening the loop on the left hand, as

required.

the 6"

Fig. 42. Fourth Position op the Hands.
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Fourth Position Of the Hands (Fig. 42). -The second part of a knot is

formed by the following movements : Pass the shuttle, as indicated in Fig. 42, from

left to right between the first and third fingers through the extended loop
;
the right

hand seizing the shuttle in front of the empty loop, extends the silk, when the left

hand'pulls up this second part of the knot as it did the first.

Fig. 43.

Single or Half Knot.

Fig. 44.

Josephine Picot.

Single or Half Knots, Josephine Picots (Figs. 43 and 44).— The

Josephine picot or purl, as it is also called in tatting, consists of a series of single

or half knots formed of the first knot only. These picots can be made of four or

five knots, as in Fig. 43; or of ten or twelve knots, as in Fig. 44.

FLORE

Fig. 46. Po

Fig. 45. Fifth Position of the Hands.

Fifth Position Of the Hands (Fig. 45).—When the second knot, form-

ing the double knot, has been made, the two hands resume the position shown in

Fig. 40. Fig. 45 reproduces the same, and shows us also a few finished knots.
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Fig. 46. Position of the Hands for making a Picot.

Position of the Hands for making" a Picot (Fig. 46).— Picots are

introduced into tatting patterns as they are into crochet. They also serve to connect

the different parts of a pattern together, and make possible many pretty combinations.

Open and Close Picots (Figs.

47 and 48).— These are formed of

single knots, leaving a loop on the

extended silk, as shown in Fig. 47,

and a short length of silk between

the knots. Finish the second half

knot, and when you have pulled it up,

join it to the preceding knot. In this

manner the picot represented in Fig.

Fig. 47. Open Picot. 48 ig formed. In every kind of tatting,

the knot that comes after the picot is independent of the loop; thus, if the directions

say, 2 knots, 1 picot, 3 knots, 1 picot, 2 knots, etc., you must count the knot that

served to form the loop, and not make
2 knots, 1 picot, 4 knots, etc. To join

the different rings, ovals, etc., together

by means of picots, take up the thread

that runs over the left hand with a

crochet needle, inserting it into the

picot downwards from above, draw
the silk through, and pull it up like

any other knot.

Fig. 48. Close Picot.
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Fig. 49. Tatting with Two Shuttles.

Tatting with Two Shuttles (Fig. 49).— Two shuttles are used in tatting

when the little rings are not to be connected together at the bottom by a thread,

when you wish to hide the passage of the silk to another group of knots, and when

threads of several colors are used.

When working with two shuttles, tie the two threads together. Pass one thread

over the third finger of the left hand, wind it twice around the fourth finger, and

leave the shuttle hanging down. Pass the second shuttle into the right hand, and

make the same movements with it as you do in working with one shuttle only.

Fig. 50. Detached Scallops .

Fig. 51. Scallops Joined at Top.

Detached Scallops
(Fig. 50).— Make 12 double

knots with one shuttle, then

tighten the silk so as to draw

them together into a half

ring. The next knot must

touch the last knot of the

scallop before it.

Scallops joined to-

gether at the Top (Fig.

51) .—With one shuttle make

4 double, 1 picot, * 8 double,

1 picot, 4 double, close the

half ring, 4 double, draw the

silk through the picot, and

repeat from *.
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Fig. 53. Tatted Insertion.

Turn the work after each ring is made, so that all

Scallops with Pi-

cots (Fig. 52).—Make with

one shuttle : 4 double, 1 pi-

cot, * 3 double, 1 picot, 2

double, 1 picot, 2 double, 1

picot, 3 double, 1 picot, 4

double, close the ring. Fig. 52. Scallops with Picots.

Leave sufficient length of silk before beginning the next ring, for the rings not
to overlap each other; make 4 double, draw the left-hand silk through the fifth picot
of the preceding ring, and repeat from *.

Tatted Insertion
(Fig. 53).— Make with one

shuttle a ring like the ones

in Fig. 52, then, leaving a

length of about three-six-

teenths of one inch of silk,

make a second ring; turn

the work, leaving the same
length of silk again, begin a

third ring, which you join

after the fourth double to

the fifth picot of the first ring,

the upper rings represent the right side of the work and all the lower ones the

wrong.

Tatted Insertion
(Fig. 54).— To be worked
with two shuttles. Begin

with one thread and one

shuttle and make one ring,

as in Figs. 52 and 53, with a

second ring close to it ; then,

passing the silk over the left

hand, take the second shuttle

in the right hand and make FlG - 54 - Tatted Insertion.

six double on the second thread; after which you again make a ring above and one

below with one shuttle only.

Edging of Tatting and Crochet (Fig. 55).—Make with one shuttle: 1

double, 1 picot, 2 double, 1 picot, 2 double, 1 picot, 2 double, 1 picot twice as long as

the others, 2 double, 1 picot, 2 double, 1 picot, 2 double, 1 picot, 2 double, 1 long

picot, 1 double.

Close the ring, fasten off

the two threads on the

wrong side with two or

three stitches.

After the first knot join

the next ring to the preced-

ing one by the long picot,

and work the remainder as

has been already described.

When you have a sufficient

,AA ifmTi FJsMr*. ,"«S« >;"«'^i Y*£iZ\

ft m m m m m'\ /* ii V. i. >i ft m 'i J! ii ir \< ii i. '

Fig. 55. Edging of Tatting and Crochet.

p*| fit*
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number of rings, pick up the picots by crochet trebles with 3 chain stitches between

them. On this first row crochet a second, consisting of 2 chain, 1 picot, 2 chain, 1

single in the treble of the first row. To finish the bottom part of the work, make 1

double crochet in the first picot, 3 chain, 1 double crochet in the second picot, 3

chain, 1 double in the third picot, 1 chain, 1 double in the first picot of the next

ring. One row of single crochet serves as a footing to the edging.

Tatted Edging- (Fig.

56) . — Worked with two-

shuttles. The first row is

worked like Fig. 48, with
one shuttle; the second and
third are worked with two.
Fasten the silk of the right-

hand shuttle into the first

picot, then work on this silk

the same number of double

knots and picots as in the
Fig. 56. Tatted Edging. first row> and join each ha ,f

ring to the picot of the row before. In the third row, insert 3 picots between the 8

double knots of the row above. Here the Josephine picot may be substituted for

the plain picot.

Tatted Edging (Fig.

57). — Worked with two
shuttles and with silk of two
colors. After making a

string of rings like those in

Fig. 55 with silk of one color,

fasten this and the silk of

the second color to the mid-

dle picot. Supposing the first

color to be light and the sec-

ond dark, you proceed by
FIG. 57. TATTED EDGING.

hQ]d]ng ^^^ ^^
right hand, and the dark silk laid over the left hand, work 3 double, 1 picot, and 3
double; then put the light or right-hand silk separately through tfie 2 picots of the
rings, and continue to make 3 double, 1 picot, and 3 double. The next row also is
made with two shuttles. Hold the light silk in the right hand, with the dark silk
laid across the left hand; make * 4 double, 1 picot, 2 double, 1 picot, 2 double; turn
the work, and with the right-hand shuttle make 6 double, put the silk through the
little picot formed above the middle picot of the rings, 6 double, close the ring; turn
the work, and make with two shuttles, 2 double, 1 picot, 2 double, 1 picot, 4 double;
put the light silk through the 2 dark picots, and repeat from *. The first row of
crochet for the footing consists of chain and double crochet only, the second of chain
and trebles.

Medallion (Fig. 58).- Take two colors of silk and fill two shuttles with a light
and two with a dark color. Make with one shuttle, 24 double and 12 picots, 6 of them
short and 6 long; close the ring, break off the silk and fasten off the ends by a stitch

withTv,
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K
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Wrong side
* For the next 4 rows take two shuttles. 1st row,with the shuttles containing the light color, fasten the ends onto a short picot, andmake

3 double, 1 short picot, 2 double, 1 long picot, 2 double, 1 long picot, 2
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double, 1 long picot, 2 double, 1 short picot, 3 double; pass the right-hand silk

through one of the short picots of the first ring, repeat the series 5 times from *.

When you reach the sixth half

ring, instead of making the second

picot, put the left-hand silk through

the short picot of the first half ring,

then complete the last double knots,

cut the threads off, and pass them

through the picot of the ring and

fasten them off on the wrong side.

2d row, with the shuttles

filled with the light color, fasten the

ends to a long picot, then make * 4

double, 1 picot, 4 double; pass the

right-hand silk through the picot of

the first row, and repeat the series

17 times from *. 3d row, with

the shuttles filled with the dark

color, fasten the ends onto one of

the picots of the last row, and
make * 4 double; pass the right- Fig. 58. Medallion.

hand silk through the picot of the second row, make a long picot, 4 double, and
repeat this series all around the medallion, until you have 18 scallops. 4th row,
with the shuttles filled with the dark color, * 2 double, 1 picot, 2 double, 1 picot, 2

double, 1 picot, 2 double; pass the right-hand silk, from the wrong side, through the
picot of the second row, and begin again at *.

Fig. 59. Insertion of Tatting and Crochet.
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o a »>'
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Fig. 60. (Detail of Fig. 59.)
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Insertion of -Tatting and Crochet (Figs. 59 and 60).— Worked with

one shuttle. The tatting silk should be coarser than the crochet silk. Begin with

two strings of half rings, consisting of 4 short picots and 3 long. Leave a length of

thread between, equal to the diameter of the ring. When the two strings of half

rings are finished, crochet with the fine silk; 6 double over each length of silk be-

tween and at the base of the scallops. 2d row, 5 chain, 1 double in the fourth

double of the first row. In the row that connects the two rows of tatting, put the

third chain stitch into the corresponding stitch of the opposite row. For the outside

edge, make 1 double in the first short picot, 8 chain, * 1 treble in the second short

picot, 7 chain, 1 treble in the third short picot, 8 chain, 1 double in the fourth short

picot, 1 double in the short picot opposite, 3 chain; pass the silk through the fourth

of the 8 chain stitches, 4 chain and repeat from *. For the last row, make 3 double

in each of the 3 last of the 8 chain, * 1 picot of 5 chain above the treble, 4 double in

the 4 next chain, 1 picot, X single in the same stitch as the fourth double before the

picot, 3 double, 1 picot, 3 double, miss the first and the last stitches, then make 3

double on the next scallop and repeat from *.
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Fig. 61. Edging of Tatting and Crochet.

Edging of Tatting- and Crochet (Fig. 61). — Worked with two shuttles

and in two colors. With the light color : 2 double, 1 short picot, 2 double, 1 long

picot, * 2 double, 1 picot of the ordinary size, 2 double, 1 picot, 2 double, 1 picot, 2

double, 1 long picot, 2 double, 1 short picot, 2 double, close the ring. With tAvo

shuttles: 3 double, pass the silk through the first picot, 3 double, 1 long picot, 2

double. With the light color : 4 double, pass the silk through the ninth picot of the first

ring, 3 double, 1 picot, 4 double, close the ring. With two shuttles : 2 double, 1 picot,

3 double, 1 short picot, 3 double. With one shuttle : 2 double, pass the silk through
the empty picot of the small ring, 2 double; pass the silk through the long picot of

the large ring, then repeat from *.

To complete the edge, crochet first one row, consisting of * 1 double in the first of

the 5 picots of the large ring, 4 chain, 1 double in the second picot, 4 chain, 1 double
in the third picot, 4 chain, 1 double in the fourth picot, 4 chain, 1 double in the fifth

picot, and repeat from*. 2d row, 2 double on the third and fourth of the
first chain stitches. Over the second and third chain, 1 double, 1 half treble, 2
trebles, 1 half treble, 1 double ; on the 4 last chain, 2 double. For the footing make
1 double in the long picot, 5 chain, 1 double in the next picot, 5 chain, 1 double treble
in the short picot; leave the 2 last loops of the treble on the needle; 3 trebles in the
first lower loop of the double treble; keep the last loops of these 3 trebles on the
needle; after the fourth treble, draw the needle through the four trebles. The last

row consists of 3 chain, 1 treble over 5 chain.
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Medallion of Tatting (Fig. 62) .-Worked with two shuttles and two col-

ors.— 1st row, with one shuttle : 12 double and 6 picots, close the ring. 2d
row, with two shuttles and the dark silk laid across the left hand, knot the threads
into one of the picots of the first ring; 1 double, 1 longpicot, 2 double, pass the right-

hand thread through one of the picots of the ring, 1 picot, 2 double and so on. After
the twelfth picot, fasten off the threads on the wrong side by two or three stitches.

3d row, with one shuttle : * 3 double, pajjs the silk through one of the picots

of the second row, make 3 double, close the ring, leave one-eighth of one inch of
thread, turn the work, 4 double, 1 picot, 4 double, close the ring, leave one-eighth of

Fig. 62. Tatted Medallion.

one inch of thread again, and repeat 11 times from *. 4th row, with two shut-

tles : fasten the ends to one of the picots of one of the 12 rings of the third row, * 3

double; 1 picot, 3 double. With one shuttle: 3 double, pass the silk through the

picot, 3 double, 1 picot, 2 double, 1 picot, 3 double, close the ring. Close to this, 3

double; pass the silk through the second picot of the first ring, 3 double, 1 picot,

3 double, close the ring. Again close to the last ring, 3 double ;
pass the silk through

the picot of the second ring, 2 double, 1 picot, 3 double, close the ring. With two

shuttles : 3 double; pass the silk through the second picot of the third ring, 3 double;

fasten the silk to the picot of the ring of the third row and repeat 11 times from *.

-5th row, with two shuttles, and the dark color across the left hand, 6 double

and 2 picots over the lower rings and 10 double and 4 picots over the upper

rings.
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Fig. 63. Tatted Edging.

Tatted Edging (Fig. 63). — Use two shuttles and two colors of silk. Begin
with two shuttles, and the dark silk across the left hand : 10 double, 1 picot, 6 double.
With one shuttle : 6 double, 1 picot, 6 double, close the ring, turn the work, make a
second ring like the first, and c^ose to it; turn the work. With two shuttles: 6

double, 1 picot, 6 double. With one shuttle: 6 double, pass the silk through the
picot of the ring opposite, 6 double, close the ring; 6 double, 1 picot, 6 double, close
the ring, turn the work to make the next half ring. Make three rows of half rings
connected by rings. In the second row you pass the silk from the ring through the
picot to which the second ring was fastened in the first row. For the outside
scallops, make with one shuttle : * 5 double, pass the silk through the picot that con-
nects two rings, 5 double, close the ring. With two shuttles : 4 double. With one
shuttle

: 2 double, 1 picot, 2 double, 1 picot, 2 double ; pass the silk through the picot
of the half ring of the third row, 2 double; then 8 picots more with 2 double between
each, close the ring. With two shuttles : 4 double, 1 long picot, 2 double, 1 short picot,

2 double, 1 short picot, 3 double. With one shuttle : 5 double, pass the silk through
the third picot of the large ring, 5 double, close the ring. With two shuttles: 2
double, 6 picots with 2 double after each picot. With one shuttle: 5 double; pass
the silk through the third picot of the large ring, 5 double, close the ring. With two
shuttles: 3 double, 1 picot, 2 double, 1 picot, 2 double, 1 picot, 4 double; pass the
right-hand silk through the sixth picot of the large ring. With two shuttles: 4
double, then repeat from *. The footing is worked in crochet, and consists of one
row of chain stitches and one of trebles.
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NETTING.

E5>

This work is of groat antiquity, and its origin is difficult to determine. It was

doubtless first made use of by fishermen, to supply the wants of life, and as civiliza-

tion advanced, found favor for ornamental purposes and embroidery.

Plain Netting, and the Instruments Used (Figs. 64, 65 and 66).—

Plain netting consists of loops, secured and rendered independent of one another by
knots. For forming and tightening these loops and knots, the following implements

are necessary. In the first place, a netting needle, which is best made of steel,

split and flattened at both ends, with a hole bored through it below the fork at
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Fio. 64. Netting Needle of Steel.

one end, in which the thread is secured before it is wound on lengthwise between

the forks (see Fig. 64) . These needles are numbered like knitting needles. There

Fig. 65. Netting Needle of Ivory.

are netting needles likewise of bone, ivory, wood and shell, for coarser silk. These

are without hole (see Fig. 65). The silk must be wound on very tightly, and not

too much of it at a time, that the needle may slip easily through the loops. The

Fig. 66. Mesh or Spool of Ivory.

mesh or spool (Fig. 66), whether of ivory, bone, steel or wood, should be smooth

and round, and of the same thickness throughout, so that the loops made upon it

may be all of one size and easily slipped off. For long loops a flat mesh is best, and,

in all cases, the needle and mesh should be selected with a view both to the material

employed and the size of loop required.
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Materials Suitable for Netting. -Silk of various kinds or sizes may

be used for this work, but nothing more satisfactory in every respect has come to

our notice than Florence Knitting Silk (Fig. G), which, owing to its " soft finish,"

readily adapts itself to the work, and produces the most perfect knot. With this

may be used to advantage Florence

Filoselle (Fig. II). Corticelli Rope
Silk (Fig. F), and Corticelli Wash
Embroidery Silk, size EE (Figs.

B and C), are also suitable for

netting. The foundation netting

may be made of linen, and darned

with silk with fine effect.

Netting Stitches. — The
loops are always the same,— four-

cornered, whether they be square

or oblong; and connected together,

is. though secured and rendered inde-

yp pendent of one another by knots.

By different ways of passing the

thread over the mesh and connect-

ing the loops together, the follow-

Fig. G.
jng stitches are produced : lst.plain

loop; 2d, double loop; 3d, oblong loop; 4th, honeycomb loop; 5th, twisted loop.

Fig. H.

First. Plain Loop. First Position of the Hands (Fig. 67).— Every
kind of netting requires a foundation loop, from one-fourth to one-half an inch long,
made from No. 300 or No. 500 Florence Knitting Silk, which is pinned to the cushion.
Fasten the working thread to the foundation loop ; then take the mesh in the left
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hand, holding it between the thumb and forefinger, with the other fingers extended
beneath. Take the needle filled with thread in the right hand, and pass the thread
downwards over the mesh, and over the second, third and fourth fingers, inside-
carry it up behind the third finger and lay it to the left under the thumb, by which
it has to be held fast.

asssstt

Hands (F>-

Fig. 67. First Position of the Hands.

Second and Third Positions of the Hands (Figs. 68 and 69).— Carry
the thread down behind the second, third, fourth and fifth fingers, and put the needle

through the loop on the fingers and behind the mesh, through the foundation loop,

thus forming a second loop, which you hold back with the little finger of the left

hand. Then gradually drawing up the thread that runs from the mesh, let go the

loop held down by the thumb; then by degrees let go also the loop which lies over

the second, third and fourth fingers, still holding the last loop fast with the little

finger; finally you release this too, and pull up the knot thus formed close to the

mesh with the right hand. This completes the stitch. The next stitches are made
in the same way, whether they are to serve for casting on, or for a netted founda-

tlif '° e
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tion. The mesh is drawn out at the end of each row, the work turned and the mesh

held beneath the last row, in readiness for the next, in making which you pass your

needle through each loop. These diamond-shaped loops form a diagonal net.

•jog

flor:

in hettlnj

or crochet,

Fig. 68. Second Position of the Hands.

Second. Double Loop. — To make a double loop, put the thread two or

three times around the mesh.

Third. Oblong" Loop. — For oblong loops, the knots must be made a little

distance from the mesh.

Fourth. Honeycomb Loop. — Make an oblong loop, pass the thread

around the fingers, but not over the mesh, as in plain netting; put the needle, not

into the loop of the previous row, but between the loops just made. The knot,

which is made in the same way as in plain netting, must be drawn close up to the

mesh; the two thread* of the loop should lie side by side on the mesh. The loops

in honeycomb netting are six-sided.

Fifth. Twisted Loops.— Pass the thread, as in plain netting, over the mesh
and fingers; but, before letting the thread which is under the thumb go, pass the

needle from right to left under the loop you are making and the thread, and only
then draw up the knot.
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Although in netting the loops eannot be formed in as many different ways as in

win show"
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Fig. 69. Third Position of the Hands.

Patterns Produced in Netting by Using Meshes of Different
Widths. —Plain netting can be varied by making one row of loops over a large
mesh and one over a small one, or several rows over the large and several over the
small, alternately, changing the meshes at regular intervals.

FLORENCE SILK HOSIERY FOR GENTLEMEN.
BLACK AND COLORS.

These goods are of extra weight, and suitable for fall and winter wear. Those
persons who have suffered in health by the use of thin hosiery put on in cold
weather, with low shoes, for evening parties, will find these goods suited to their
wants.

In buying, notice the brand Florence on end of box.
<->n receipt of $1.50, we will send, post-paid, one pair to any gentleman who

cannot obtain them from his dealer.

aroNOTUCK silk co.,
Florence, Mass.
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Patterns Produced in Netting by Increasing and Decreasing.
(Fig. 70) .— Patterns of this kind are made

by netting the meshes together in regular

sequence, and taking up as many meshes

as you have netted together, or vice versa.

You may increase and decrease in the

same rows, or at an interval of so many
rows.

Two sizes of thread should be used for

this pattern. To show the relation they

should bear to one another, we instance

No. 300 Florence Knitting Silk and Flor-

ence Filoselle (see Figs. G- and H). Begin

by 3 rows of plain netting with the finer

thread over the small mesh, followed by 1

row of the coarser thread over the large

mesh; then, with the coarse thread over

the large mesh, 1 row, in which you net

every 2 loops together, and 1 row, with 2

loops in every 1, so that the number of

loops remains the same. These are followed by 3 rows of plain netting with the fine

thread on the small mesh.

Fig. 70. Patterns Produced in Net
ting by Increasing and De-

creasing.
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Fi«. 71. Loose Loops in
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Fig. 72. Loose Loops in Clusters.

(Detail of Fig. 71.)

Loose Loops in Clusters (Figs. 71 and 72).—-These clusters of loose

loops are made in the following manner :
—

First Row. One loop, the knot of which must be a little distance from the mesh

;

put the thread over the mesh and the needle through the loop where the knot is;

repeat this three or four times, making the loops all of the same length. Then unite

all the loops with one knot, carrying the needle from right to left, around the loops,

instead of putting it through the loop of the previous row.

Second Row. Make 1 loop over each loop of the 1st row, leaving out the loops

that form the cluster.

As may be seen from the drawing, many different patterns can be worked upon

the netting in this manner.
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Netting: Composed of Plain, Double and Oblong Loops (M* m- Netting composed of large and small loops is the kind general^ n«S « « i
*

work for embroidery. * generally used as a ground-

The loops of it are

straight ; diamond net-

ting will serve the

same purpose, but, as

it is less commonly
used, we have given

the preference to the

straight.

The whole first row
consists of a double
and a plain loop alter-

nately; the second, en-
tirely of oblong loops,

which are made by
passing the thread on-
ly once over the mesh,
and so that in netting

on the double loop,

the knot is brought
close to the needle,

whereas, in netting the
plain loop, it hangs Fig. 73. Netting Composed op Plain, Double
free; so that, as shown and Oblong Loops.

UlX'tLe to 'tt'nT °f
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crposed of hone and short l«*» <****<
loops over a large mesh with
a coarse material, such as
Florence Filoselle (Fig. H),
then draw up the thread on
which the loops are strung,
as tightly as possible, so as to
form quite a small ring for the
centre, and fasten off.

For the next row, also made
in coarse thread, fasten the
thread onto a long loop and
make 1 loop into each loop of
the 1st row, over a small mesh.
Use the same mesh for all the
subsequent rows.which should
be worked in a finer thread,
say, Florence Knitting Silk,
No. 300 (Fig. G-).

If you want to avoid fasten-
ing on the thread afresh for
each row, make a loop over
the thumb.

Fig. 74. CircularNetting Composed op
Long and Short Loops.
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Making LOOPS Over the Thumb. -Put the thread, as for a plain loop,

over the mesh and fingers, and put the

needle through the loop, likewise as for a

plain loop ; but before tightening the knot,

draw the mesh out of the loop just made,

and make it exactly ae long as the loop

above.

Circular Netting, Formed by-

Increases (Fig. 75) .— Make 10 loops

on the foundation loop, close the ring,

then go on, making a row with 1 knot in

the first loop and 2 in the second, until the

net attains the right circumference; in the

subsequent rows, increase by one loop;

that is to say, make 2 knots in each of the

previous increases.
Fig. 75. Circular Netting, Formed

by Increases.

Fig. 76. Square op Netting.

(Begun.)

Fig. 77. Square of Netting.

(Completed.)

Squares of Netting (Figs. 76 and 77).— To make squares of netting with

straight loops, begin by making 2 loops or 3 knots. Make 2 knots in each of the fol-

lowing rows, so that each row is increased by 1 loop. Continue to increase until

you have one loop more than the square should number. Follow this row with the

extra stitch, make a row without either increase or intake, and begin the intakes in

the next row, joining the two last loops of each row together by a knot. Finish the

two last loops over the thumb.

FLORENCE KNITTING SILK
Is the best material for silk netting.
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Fig. 78. Square of Netting Begun from the Middle.
Begun.)

Squares of Netting* Begun from
the Middle (Figs. 78 and 79).— Instead

of beginning a square from the corner, in

the manner just described, it may be begun
from the middle.

Cast on the required number of loops,

make an intake in each row, by omitting to

take up the last loop of a row. In coming
back, your first knot will thus be made over
the last loop but one of the previous row
(Fig. 78). To complete the square, fasten

the thread on again to the end of the thread
of the last row, then make One similar to it,

and repeat the same rows you made at the

beginning (see Fig. 79).

Fig. 79. Square of Netting Begun
from the Middle. (Com-

pleted.)

silk
nettift

Strips of Straight Netting (Figs. 80 and 81).— These can be begun and
finished in two ways. The simplest way, more especially when they are to be em-
broidered afterwards, is to cast

on the necessary number of

loops, to decrease on one side

by dropping a loop (Fig. 80),

or by joining two loops together
with a knot (Fig. 81), and to

increase on the other side by
making 2 knots over 1 loop.

Great care must be taken not
to change the order of the in-

takes and increases, as any Fig. 80. Strip of Straight Netting Edged
mistakes of the kind would with Empty Loops.

break -the line of squares, and interfere with the subsequent embroidery, unless

there happened to be more loops in the strip than stitches in the pattern, in which

case the superfluous loops might be cut away when the embroidery is finished.
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Fig. 81. Strip of Straight Netting.

Straight Netting with a Scalloped Edge (Fig. 82).— The second

way of making strips of straight netting is to begin by a square. After making 2

loops on the foundation loop, make rows with increases, until you have the required

number of loops. Then make an increase in every row to the left, and leave the last

loop empty in every row to the right. Continuing the increases on the left, you net

4 rows, without increasing or decreasing on the right, while in the next 4 you
again leave the outside loop empty.

Fig. 82. Straight Netting with Scalloped Edge.

Square Frame of Netting (Fig. 83). -Handkerchief, counterpane and
cbair-back borders can be netted in one piece, leaving an empty square in the centre.
After casting on the loops as for an ordinary square of netting (letter .4), increase
them to double the number required for the border. Thus, for example, if the bor-
der is to consist of 3 squares, you make 6 loops, then leave 3 loops empty on
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Fig. 82). -The!
[tiare. After nut

1 you have the
«(

B left, and leave It

on the left,)!

bile in the next!

the left and continue to

work to the right and decrease

to the left, up to the dotted

line from G to C. After this

you begin to decrease on the

right and increase on the left,

up to the dotted line from E
to E. Leaving the right side

of the net, you now fasten on

the thread at (7, where the 3

empty loops are, and here you

make your increases on the

right side and your intakes on

the left, till you come to the

corner, from whence you de-

crease on the right and in-

crease on the left, up to letter

G. Stop on the left side and

then work from left to right,

passing over the row that is

marked i?. The fourth corner Fig. 83. Square Frame.
(letter B) is worked like any other piece of straight netting, with an intake in each

row, until there are only two loops left.
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Fig. 84. Diagonal Netting with Crossed Loops.
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Diagonal Netting with Crossed Loops (Figs. 84 and 85).— To work
this simple and effective pattern, begin by making a strip of plain netting, 14 loops

in width, for the middle. When it is long enough for your purpose, take up all the

loops on one side on a strong thread ; fasten the work to the cushion again, and work
3 rows along the other edge in the following manner :

—

Fig. 85. Working Detail of Fig. 84.

First Row, Long loops, made by the thread being passed thrice over the mesh.

Second Row. Here, 3 loops are so made as to cross each other; that is, you
begin by putting your netting needle at first into the 3d loop, counting from left to

right, then into the 1st, and lastly into the middle one of the three, so that the right
loop leans to the left and the left one to the right.

Third Row. One plain loop in each of the loops of the previous row. You now
draw out the thread, run' in on the other side, and run it in through the loops last

made, in order to make three rows again, as above described, on the bottom side.
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When this is done you begin the scallops, composed of 12 knots or 11 loops or 14
loops and 15 knots; net 5 rows, leaving the outside loops empty (Fig. 85) ; stop on
the left and proceed with 6 knots or 5 plain loops, 2 or 3 long loops with 3 overs 3
plain loops; turn the work; 3 plain loops, 3 knots; turn the work; 2 loops with 3
overs, 3 knots; turn the work; 2 plain loops, 2 knots; turn the work; cross 2 or
3 loops, according to the number you crossed in the middle, then carry the working
thread to the middle of the long loops, and connect them by two knots; pass the
needle under the knot of the last long loop, then, on the right side, net 3 plain loops
turn the work; 3 plain loops, 3 knots ; turn the work; 2 plain loops, 2 knots; turn
the work, and continue the rows of plain netting until you have only 2 loops left

Fig. 86. Netted Fringe.

To reach the next scallop, pass the netting needle through each hole of the net and
round each thread.

Finish off the scallops with a row of plain netting made with a coarser thread than
the foundation.

These netted edgings may be made of linen with patterns afterwards embroidered
upon them in Corticelli Wash Silk, which shows well upon it. The thread for this

purpose may be used double, and the pattern worked in darning stitches made over

8 squares of the netting; the 8th knot is then encircled by a loop, and the thread

carried down over 8 squares, and a loop again made around the 8th knot. After
making 4 rows of stitches on the netting, cut 3 bars between the rows of white

stitches.

The row of open-work produced in this way has a very good effect, and greatly

improves the look of the lace.

Netted Fringe (Fig. 86) . — Plain netting, pretty as it is, looks rather simple

unless ornamented with embroidery of some kind. The double netting, illustrated
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in Fig. 86, will prove a welcome novelty. The footing is worked in crochet with

Oorticelli Rope Silk (Fig. F), secured on both sides by chain stitches.

Into every fourth of these chain stitches, net 1 loop, missing the 3 between. At
the end of the row, turn the work and make the knot in the middle of the 3 chain

stitches, so that the 2 loops of netting cross each other.

In the 2d, or rather the 3d row, the knots are again made first into the front loops

into those of the 1st row; that is, in the 4th row, into those of the 2d row.

When the strip is sufficiently wide, finish it off with tassels.

Instead of tying up the lengths of Rope Silk with a thread twisted round them and

fastened off with a stitch, make 2 looped knots round them with an end of the silk,

where the neck of the tassel should come.

Fig. 87. Wire Frame for Embroidered Netting.
Embroidered Netting. -Embroidered netting, also known as Filet Guipure,

Cluny Guipure, and Richelieu Guipure, is a netted ground, with patterns of one
kind or another worked upon it in a variety of stitches.

Implements Required for Embroidered Wetting. - Besides scissors,
needles and thread, a light steel frame is all that is required, and this renders em-
broidered netting very popular.
The needles should be long and blunt; those called saddlers' needles are the best.
Wire Frame for Embroidered Netting (Fig. 87). -The frame on

which the net is stretched should be made of a strong iron wire that will not bend in
tne using. In shape, it may be square or oblong, according to whether squares or
edgings are to be made upon it, but the sides must be straight, so that the net can be
evenly stretched.
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Fig. 88. Mounting the Netting on the Frame.

the corners, very

closely, so that it

may be quite firm

and not twist about

when the netting i£

eewn in. The ends

of the tape should

be secured by two

or three stitches.

Mounting the
Netting on the
Frame (Fig. 88).

— When the netting

is exactly the size

of the inside of the

frame, it need only

be secured to it with

overcasting stitches,

set very closely at

the corners.

Mounting the
Netting on the
Frame "with an
Auxiliary Tape
(Fig. 89).— When the netting is smaller, the space between it and the frame must be
filled up with strong,

very evenly woven
tape, sewn on all round
the netting.

The tape must be

very tightly held in

the sewing, so that it

even forms little gath-

ers all round ; this will

help you to stretch the

netting in mounting it

without injuring it,

and is especially neces-

sary when the netting

is not quite evenly

made. Fig. 89 shows
how the tape is sewn
on, the fold that has to

be made at the corners,

and the way to fix the

netting into the frame.

Long strips or large

pieces of work can be
mounted on wax-cloth

;

but we cannot recom-

mend shortening the

Fig. 89. Mounting the Netting on the Frame with

an Auxiliary Tape.

ularl
fi

preparatory work in this manner, as the squares of netting are never so regular as

when they are made in a frame.
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Materials for Embroidered Netting.— Corticelli Wash Embroidery

Silk, size E E (Fig. B), Corticelli Rope Silk, size Q (Fig. F), and Florence Filoselle

(Fig. H.), are suitable for this work.

The Stitches Used for Embroidered Netting1

. — These are very

numerous, and admit of many different combinations.

Ordinary, Darning Stitch (Fig, 90). — The simplest stitch of all for cover-

ing a netted ground is the ordinary darn-

ing stitch; drawing the thread, that is to

say, in and out of the number of squares

prescribed by the pattern, and backwards
and forwards as many times as is necessary

to fill them up.

The number of stitches depends, to a

certain extent, on the material employed;
with Corticelli Wash Silk, size E E
(Fig. B), for example, you will have to

take more stitches than with one of

the coarser numbers, like Corticelli Rope
Silk (Fig. F) or Florence Filoselle (Fig.

H).

This is the stitch generally used for

reproducing a cross-stitch pattern on a

netted ground, and is especially recom-

mended for covering large surfaces, cur-

tains, counterpanes and so forth, as it is quickly done and shows up the pattern welU

Fig. 90. Ordinary Darning Stitch.

Fig. 91. Linen Stitch. (First Fig. 92. Linen Stitch. (Second
Stitches.) Stitches.)

Linen Stitch (Figs. 91 and 92).— This is the stitch most often met with in the
old embroideries, it being the one the solid parts of the leaves and flowers and
the borders are generally worked in.

Fasten the thread to a knot of the netting and carry it twice to and fro, over and
under the threads of the netting, so that at the end of the row every second thread
passes under and over the thread of the netting as it is carried upwards again.

1 his constitutes the first layer of threads ; the second completes the linen stitch and
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Linen Stiw* (•

;

H(HKS.)

I the le»»e< »Dd

• o

is made in the same way, only across the first alternately taking up and missing a

thread, as is done in darning. The thread may also be carried both ways over the

threads of the squares. In this case you must draw an uneven number of threads

through the squares, otherwise the crossing of the threads will be irregular in the

last square.

Linen Stitch. Formation of the Corners (Fig. 93).—When linen

stitch is used for the border of a pattern, and a corner has to be formed, you begin

by carrying the threads over a given num-

ber of squares. This first layer, especially

in the case of long strips, must be kept

very slack ; and to ensure the threads being

all of the same length, lay a fine mesh or a

thick knitting needle at one end and stretch

the threads over it. After carrying the

second layer across a few squares, take

away the mesh or needle. The threads of

the first layer become gradually shorter,

from the passage of the cross threads in

and out between them, and end by being

just long enough to prevent the last em-

broidered squares from being too tightly

stretched.

On reaching the corner, you cross the

threads of the next row, as shown in Fig. Fig. 93. Linen Stitch. (Formation

93. The first threads of the second side 0F THE Corners.)

form the foundation of the corner square; from the second corner square you pass

to the third ; from the third to the fourth, carrying your thread alternately over and

under the threads that were stretched for the first corner.

Fio. 94. Loop Stitch. (First and Fig. 95. Loop Stitch. (Several

Second Courses op the Rows Completed.)

Thread.)

Loop Stitch (Point D'esprit) (Figs. 94 and 95). -This is a light open

stitch, chiefly used for making a less transparent foundation than plain netting.

Fasten the thread to the middle of one bar of the netting, then make a loose loop to

the middle of the top bar of the same square (Fig. 94) , by carrying the thread, from

left to right, over one vertical and one horizontal bar of the net, and inserting the
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needle downwards from above under the bar and in front of the working thread.

For the second row back (also represented in Fig. 94) you draw the needle through
underneath the bar above the loop stitch, and make the loop upwards from below
in doing this the working thread must lie to the left, in front of the needle. Fig.

95 shows how to join the rows and pass the needle through the stitches of the pre-

ceding row.

Fig. 96. Star formed op Loose Threads.
(Laying the Under Threads.)

Fig. 98. Star formed of Loose
Threads. (Finished.)

Fig. 97. Star formed of Loose
Threads. (Laying the Upper

Threads.)
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laid the vertical threads, slip the needle 4 or 5 times round in a circle, under the

diagonal and over the straight threads, but always over the bars of the netting.

This completes the star, as it is represented in Fig. 98. Care must be taken to

make the stitches lie quite flat side by side, and not one on the top of the other.

j i * * *

I 1 i U 1 f

I ^£#^IMsSlSS^ral II
e&SBntip'dy-3&^j£^«£«p»-fe

I !/;
PI ]# jS

f^/f^C?"^^^**
1 ¥ /

\ y// //

K. / ft' .f.l l< ,

IJ-
Fig. 99. Leaves Worked in Darn,

ing Stitch. (Begun.)

Fig. 100. Leaves Worked in Darn-
ing Stitch. (Completed.)

Darning Stitch (Point de Reprise) (Figs. 99 and 100).— Little flowers

and leaves are generally executed in this stitch; the first course of the thread is

shown in Fig. 99. Leaves can be made with one, two or three veins. Carry the

needle, invariably from the middle, first to the right and then to the left, under the

threads of the foundation, and push the stitches close together, as they are made,

with the point of your needle. This you will be able to do most easily by holding

the work so as to make the stitches towards you.

For a leaf with only one division or vein, like the left leaf in Fig. 99, merely

run the needle through the middle of the threads ; whereas, for a leaf with two or

three veins, you must run it over and under either one or two threads. (See the

right leaf in Fig. 99.)

In working leaves of this kind in darning stitch, you must draw your stitches

at the top and bottom of the leaf rather tighter than in the middle, so as to give

Fig. 101. Pointed Scallops in Darn-

ing Stitch.

Fig. 102. Pointed Scallops in Button-

hole Stitch.
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them the proper shape. If you wish to make them very slender at the bottom, you

can finish them off with a few overcasting stitches.

Fig. 100 represents two leaves completed, one with one vein and the other with

two.

Pointed Scallops in Darning Stitch (Fig. 101).-The simplest way

to work these scallops is to carry a thread, as shown in the illustration, to

and fro over the squares, from the knot in one corner to the middle of the bar

above, and downwards to the opposite knot, round which the thread is carried

and passed upwards again to the middle. As the scallop must always be begun

from the top, you will have 2 foundation threads on one side and 3 on the other.

Here, likewise, you must push the threads as closely together as possible with the

needle.

Pointed Scallops in Button-hole Stitch (Fig. 102) .
— Another quite

as pretty and easy way of working pointed scallops on a netted foundation is by

making 2 button-hole stitches before crossing to the opposite side. As shown in the

Fig. 103. Veined Pointed Scallops. Fig. 104. Pointed Scallops in

Venetian Stitch.

foregoing illustration, you begin by stretching single or double foundation threads

across; then beginning at the point, you make, alternately right and left, 2 button-

hole stitches over the foundation threads, so that the working thread is only carried

across to the opposite side after every second stitch.

Veined Pointed Scallops (Fig. 103).—A third way of making pointed
scallops is by first stretching a thread to and fro across the middle of the square,

after which you slip the needle from left to right under the middle thread, and under-
neath the left bar from above. Then you carry the needle, from right to left, over
the foundation thread and under the right bar, and so on. The one thread must be
drawn tightly round the other, in order that the stitches may form close and evenly
shaped veins, like small cords, on the wrong side of the scallop. There must be
enough stitches to completely cover the foundation thread that crosses the middle of
the square.

Pointed Scallops in Venetian Stitch (Fig. 104) .— The prettiest scal-

lops of all are those worked in Venetian stitch.

You begin by making from 8 to 10 button-hole stitches over one bar of the netting;
then you work on with the same stitch backwards and forwards, making one stitch
less in each row, until you come to the one which forms the point of the scallop and
is fastened to the bar above

; you carry the working thread back on the wrong side
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to the lower bar, and then under the button-hole stitches to the next square of the

netting. Scallops worked in this manner can be overcast round the edges in the way

described farther on, in Fig. 113.

Fig. 105. Laying the Threads for Fig. 106. Wheels Worked in Two

a Wheel, and Beginning op Ways,
the Wheel.

Wheels Embroidered on Netting (Figs. 105 and 106).— To make

wheels, or spiders, as they are also called, you have first to fasten the thread to

the middle knot of four squares; thence you carry it diagonally right and left

(Fig. 105, right detail) across the empty squares of netting and the knot, and

return to the middle, overcasting your first thread by the way so as to form a

closely twisted cord. This is called cording a thread. Having reached the centre,

carry the working thread round and round, under and over the corded threads and

under the bars of the netting, till the wheel covers half the bars.
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Fig. 107. Ribbed Wheels. Fig. 108. Ribbed Squares or Lozenges.

Fig. 106 shows, on the right, a finished wheel, and, on the left, another way in

which it can be made, and indicates the course of the thread over and under the

lines, as in a darn. These details show also how, when the foundation thread of the

wheel starts from a corner, it is left single in the first square until the wheel is

finished; then the needle is slipped back along the little spoke, opposite to the single

thread, and through the wheel, and the single thread is corded like the others.

Eibbed Wheels (Fig. 107). — Make the foundation of the wheels as before,

over 8 threads. To form the ribs at the back of the wheels (see Fig. 107), make a

back stitch, on the right side, over a bar of the netting, and carry on the needle

under one bar, so that the thread that lies outside always crosses 2 bars of the netting.

In this case you must make circles of thread enough to cover the bars com-

pletely, not half, as before.

The same stitches, as Fig. 107 shows, can be made on either side of the em-

broidery, and so as to form either a square or a lozenge (see Fig. 108).
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Fig. 109. Wheels set with Button-holing.

Wheels set with Button-holing (Fig. 109).—A very pretty lace-like

effect is produced by encircling the wheels in large squares of netting with a double

setting of stitches. The left detail of Fig. 109 shows how the thread, having been

passed under the wheel and twisted once round the single thread, is carried au round

the square, and forms 8 loops.

The arrow shows the way in which the loops are taken up, and the first ring of

stitches round the wheel is finished.

The second detail of the same figure explains the course the thread, that forms the

second ring, has to take through the loops and between the bars ; while the white

line shows the passage of the thread over the second ring^.The third detail repre-

sents a wheel, completed.

Star with One-
sided Button-
hole Stitches
(Fig. 110).— The pat-

tern represented in

Fig. 110 is the quick-

est to work that we

know of. Two but-

ton-hole stitches made

upon the outside bar

of a square, and a sim-

ple crossing of the

thread at the bottom,

produce elongated tri-

angles, which should

always be begun from

the knot. Two tri-

angles stand exactly

opposite to each other

Fig. 110. Star with One-sided Button-hole
jn one square, and the

Stitches. square that comes in

the middle of the four thus filled is ornamented with a small wheel.
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Rounded Corners on
Netting (Fig. Ill) .— Darn-

ing stitches, made over a

thread carried diagonally

across one square and the

adjacent corners of that and

two other squares, produce

the figure illustrated in Fig.

111. The accompanying detail

shows the mode of working.

The number of stitches de-

pends on the material you

use; there should be no more

than can lie quite flat, side by

side, on the diagonal thread. Fig. 111. Rounded Corners on Netting.

Linen Stitch, set
with Darning Stitch
(Fig. 112).— There are some

patterns it would hardly be

possible to work on netting,

unless you could soften the

outlines by darning stitches,

as shown in the foregoing

figure.

When employed as a set-

ting to linen stitch, there

should be fewer than in Fig. Fig. 112. Linen Stitch, set with

111 ; you may also, instead of Darning Stitch.

interrupting them at every corner, carry them all round a square (see the right

detail of the figure).

Linen Stitch, set with
Cord Stitch (Fig. 113).—
Many figures are also either

corded or edged with twisted

thread ; both ways are repre-

sented in the illustration. In
the latter case you can use the

same thread as for the linen

stitch, or if you wish the set-

ting to be very pronounced, a

thicker one. Fig. 113. Linen Stitch, set with

Cord Stitch.
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Fig. 114. Flower in Dot Stitch, on a

Foundation of Linen Stitch.

Flower in Dot Stitch,
on a Foundation of
Linen Stitch (Fig. lH).—
With the help of this stitch,

which is described in the

chapter on embroidery, and
represented in Fig. 20, a great

variety of little supplemen-

tary ornaments can be made,

on every description of netted

ground.

Fig. 115. Bordering in Button-hole Stitch.

Bordering in Button-hole Stitch (Fig. 115).— Scalloped edges in net
ting should be button-holed; 2 or 3 padding threads should be run in first, following
the bars of the netting, over which the button-holing is done; the bars of the netting
must not be cut away until the edge is finished.

Fig. 116. Cut Work in Embroidered
Netting.

Cut Work in Em-
broidered Netting (Fig.

116).— Cut work here means

half covering the bars of the

netting with button-hole

stitches, and half cutting them

away with scissors. You

slightly separate the stitches

of the first row of button-

holing, so as to be able to in-

troduce the thread of the

second row between them.
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Fig. 117.

Straight Loop Stitch.

Fig. 118.

Waved Stitch.

Straight Loop Stitch (Fig. 117).— In the 1st row you carry the thread over

1 bar and slip it through behind a knot ; in the 2d you do the same thing, only that

above, your needle will pass under 3 threads, 2 of them the threads of the loop of the

1st row and the 3d a bar of the net. In every square 4 threads cross each other.

Waved Stitch (Fig. 118).— This stitch, which forms a close waved ground, is

produced by passing the thread in each row of the netting over a square and behind

a knot. When the pattern admits of it, as it mostly does, a considerably thicker

thread is used for this stitch and for the stitches represented in Figs. 121, 122 and 123,

than that in which the netting is made.

Intersected Loop
Stitch (Fig. 119).— Begin

by covering the whole surface

to be embroidered with plain

loop stitches, then stretch

threads diagonally across the

squares of the netting and

the loop stitches; one set of

threads running over the

stitches and under the knots

of the netting, the other under

the first and second threads

of the loop stitches and over

the first crossed threads and

the knots.

The laying and stretching

of these threads must, it is

hardly necessary to say, be

systematically and regularly

done.
Fig. 119. Intersected Loop Stitch.
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Fig. 120. Ground Worked in

Horizontal Lines.

Fig. 121. Ground Worked in Stitches

Placed One Above the Other.

Ground Worked in Hori-
zontal Lines (Fig. 120). — Make
half cross-stitches over 4 squares of

netting, by passing the thread alter-

nately over and under 3 knots, and

under 3 squares of the netting. In the

2d row, cross the threads over those

of the 1st row, as is shown in our

engraving.

Ground Worked in Stitches

placed One Above the. Other
(Fig. 121).— Cover a whole row of

squares with cross-stitches, and leave 3

rows of squares empty. Whan you

have a sufficient number of rows of

cross-stitches, take a long needle and

pass it upwards from below, and from

right to left, under the two bars of the

third upper square; then pass down-

wards to the first square of the 3 bottom

rows and under the bars from right to

left, so as again to leave 3 squares be-

tween the fresh stitches. The next row

of stitches is made in the same manner,

so that the stitches are not only set con-

trary ways, but reciprocally cover each

other.

Latticed Ground (Fig. 122).

— Begin by running the thread to

and fro, under two vertical bars and

over three horizontal ones. When

the ground is entirely covered,

carry your thread from right to left,

under the bars over which the first

rows of thread are crossed; then

take it over the long crosses, that

correspond to 5 squares of netting,

and pass it in the same line under

the bars of the netting. In coming

back, the long stitches cross each

other, over the stitches of the first

rows.
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Fig. 122, Latticed Ground.
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Fig. 123. Ground Worked in Fig. 124. Ground Worked in

Russian Stitch. Two Sizes of Thread.

Ground Worked in Russian Stitch (Fig. 123).— Pass the thread from

left to right, under a bar of the netting, carry it downwards over 4 squares, and pass

it again, from left to right, under the bar, then upwards, again over 4 squares of

netting, and so on. The stitches of the next rows are made in the same manner;

you have only to see that the loops formed by the stitches all come on the same line

of knots.

Ground Worked in Two Sizes of Thread (Fig. 124).— Herewith be-

gins a series of stitches, copied in part from one of the oldest and most curious

pieces of embroidered netting we have ever met with. They may be worked

with Corticelli Rope Silk (Fig. F) and Corticelli Embroidery Silk (Figs. B and

C), the former being used for the darning and the almond-shaped stitches between;

the latter for the button-hole stitches. Whenever two sizes of thread are used

for one pattern, all the stitches in the coarse thread should be put in first, and

those in the fine, last.

Ground with Wheels and
Loop Stitch (Fig. 125).— You
begin with the coarse thread and

finish all the wheels first, making

them over each 4 threads of the net-

ting; then with the fine thread you

make loop stitches between them,

in rows, as shown in Figs. 94

and 95.

Fig. 125. Ground with Wheels

and Loop Stitch.
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Ground Worked in
Darning and Loop
Stitch (Fig. 126). -The
darning stitches are made in

the coarse thread, over 4

squares of the netting, in a

horizontal direction, with loop

stitches in the fine thread

made between them, over the

same number of squares.

of T*

-

may *

. over i

Fig. 126. Ground Worked in Darning
and Loop Stitch.

Fig. 127. Ground Worked in Two Sizes
op Thread.

GroundWorked in Two
Sizes of Thread (Fig. 127).

— Carry the coarse thread, from

right to left, under the first knot

of the netting, and then under the

next, from left to right. This

has to be done twice, to and fro,

so that the squares of the nettiDg

are edged on both sides with a

double layer of threads.

When the whole foundation

has been thus covered, take the

fine thread and make loop

stitches in the squares between

the other rows of stitches, pass-

ing the needle for that purpose

over the double stitch. Lastly,

intersect the loop stitches with

straight threads, and pass the

needle each time through the

knot of the netting.
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Ground Worked with
Cross-Stitches in One
Size of Thread (Fig.

128).— This pattern, very like

the foregoing one, consists of

three diagonal rows of stitches,

worked to and fro, with cross-

stitches made over them.

You may also begin with

the cross-stitches in the fine

thread, and work the triple

stitches over them in the

coarse.

Fig. 128. Ground Worked with Cross-

Stitches in One Size of Thread.
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Ground Worked with
Darning and Cord
Stitches (Fig. 129).- Pat-

terns, executed chiefly in

darning stitches, in a compar-

atively course thread, present

a closer and heavier appear-

ance than those we have been

describing. Here, every other

square of the netting is filled,

as closely as possible, with

stitches; the empty squares

between are iutersected diag-

onally with corded threads.

Fig. 129. Ground Worked with Darning

and Cord Stitches.
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Ground Worked with
Squares and Wheels
(Figs. 130, 131 and 132) A
ground very often met with in

old embroidered netting, con-

sists of diagonal lines of

squares closely filled with
darning stitches, alternating

with diagonal lines of squares,

each with a small wheel in the
middle.

In Fig. 131, the darning

stitches and the wheels, which
are both worked with the same
material, cover 4 squares of

the netting.

Larger expanses of netting

may also be entirely filled with

wheels (Fig. 132) . To make a

really satisfactory grounding

of this kind, you should be

careful always to carry your
thread over the bars of the netting and under the threads that are stretched

diagonally across.

Fig. 130. Ground Worked with Squares

and Wheels.
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Fig. 131. Ground Worked with

Squares and Wheels.
Fig. 133. Ground Worked in

Cross and Darning Stitch.

Ground Worked in Cross and Darning Stitch (Fig. 133).- You
begin, as before, by making the close darning stitches, and then proceed to the
cross-stitches. To give them the right shape, finish all the rows of stitches one way
first; m the subsequent rows that cross the first ones, you introduce the thread be-
tween the stitches that were first crossed.
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Fig. 132. Ground with Large Wheels.

Ground of Geometri-

cal Figures (Fig- 134).—

This pattern, quite different

from all the others, consists

of simple geometrical lines.

Fasten the thread to a knot of

the netting, then carry it,

always diagonally, under three

other knots, and repeat this 3

times, after which, carry it

once round the bar of the net-

ting to fasten it, and back

again to the knot which it

already encircles, and from

thence begin a new square.

Owing to your having always

to bring the thread back to the

knot whence the next square

is to begin, you will have 4

threads on two of the sides „
(
.^

and 6 on the two others. twice under the angles

In the second and subsequent rows the needle has to pa
corners may be

that were first formed, in order that, over the whole surface,

equally covered and connected. ,

* tm* 135) -We have already had

Ground of Netting Embroidered (*ig. ^ ; '

ntage of embroidering

occasion, in the foregoing explanations, to point out tn
certain size that it is

with two sizes of thread, but it is only in a piece of wor ^ ^^ threads of

possible really to judge of the excellent effect produced Dy

different sizes.

GROUND OF GEOMETRICAL FIGURES.
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The principal lines of the pattern, which are in darning stitch, are worked in a

very coarse thread like Corticelli Rope Silk (Fig. F), while the loop stitches are in

liner size, say, Corticelli Wash Embroidery Silk, size E E (Figs. B. and C).

Fig. 135. Ground of Netting Embroidered.

Note. Those who would like to try this embroidery on plain netting which is
ready made, will perhaps find it on sale at the linen stores, either by the yard or in
hxed shapes for various purposes. Pieces of linen lace net already embroidered in
linen, may be tastefully embellished by the addition of pretty stitches of contrasting
colors with Corticelli Wash Silk.
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Marking Clothing.

h^ekeeper should mark plainly all her sheets, pillow-

Every h°use^l

table-cloths and white spreads. They are

cases, towels, nap
, ^ied, being misplaced and mis-

very apt to be^tost w ^^ laundries .

taken for the Property p ^ for the great con.

venience oVlll who" handle the nnmerons handkerchiefs, stockings,
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^JTStt^iS^S- needle, using the size called floss,
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duraWe rf the

from spools (see Fig. «)• B^K >»
convenient and rapid

rough a surface for pen work.
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Corticelli Purse Twist.

The great popularity of this brand of Purse Twist is obtained by

the excellence of its colors, the peculiarity of Its tw
,

and
.

the

facility with which it may be wrought into those exalte Ae*ns

known to women of past generations almost as well as to tnose

"SZTtfS**** to-day purses made*«***£&
ago of Purse Silk still preserving in a remarkable degree then

original beauty. A silk purse wel deigned -^J^ *
of

Corticelli Purse Twist makes an elegant and enourig

friendship. This well-known brand may be obtained of any en

prising merchant.
x

Cantion.- Purchasers should noticehmwW y

with the name Corticelli on one end. ine geu

in this way.
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Corticelli Wash Silk.

Co

w

Under this head dealers have the choice of

five distinct varieties of silk thread, differing

from each other as to size and twist. They

are intended for various kinds of fancy work

on materials, heavy, medium and light, which

require washing. The line of colors is very

extensive, and they are warranted not to

"run" or to injure in any way the most

delicate fabric when washed in warm water

and castile soap.

The five varieties are described and illus-

trated in the following pages:—

Mft*£
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Corticelli Rope Silk

WASHING COLORS. PERMANENT DYES.

Engraving one-half actual size.

(Size G.) This is a very coarse silk for

bold designs, either in outline or solid em-

broidery, on heavy material, and where rapid

execution is desired. It is put up in bundles

[ and ill* weighing one-half ounce each, and containing

16 skeins. Each skein bears a ticket, on which

appears the brand Corticelli, as well as the

size and color numbers.

See engraving.
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Corticelli Embroidery Silk.

WASHING COLORS. PERMANENT DYES.

Cortici

WAS

Engraving one-half actual size.

(Size EE.) This is a moderately coarse

silk for outline work and solid embroidery.

It is put up in bundles weighing one-half

ounce each, and containing 16 skeins. Each

skein bears a ticket, on which appears the

brand Corticelli, as well as the size and color

numbers.

See engraving.
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y Sil
Corticelli Embroidery Silk.
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WASHING COLORS. PERMANENT DYES.

(Size EE.) Three important advantages are

secured by the use of this silk: — First, the

spool prevents shopwear and soiling, and is

more convenient; second, the brand has an

established reputation of more than fifty years

;

third, the size is adapted to a great variety of

art work. Buyers should observe the labels

on both ends of the spool. Look for the brand

Corticelli and the size EE on one end. On the

other end the words—Wash Silk— Fast Color

— should appear.
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13*

Corticelli Wash Silk Gor

WASHING COLORS. PERMANENT DYES.

WASHING

Engraving one-half actual size,

(Size No. 500.) This is a medium size of

silk for ordinary outline work or etching. It

is put up for the trade in bundles weighing

one-half ounce each, and containing 25 skeins.

Each skein bears a ticket, on which appears

the brand Corticelli, as well as the size and

color numbers.

See engraving.
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CortJcelli Floss.

WASHING COLORS. PERMANENT DYES.

ncdium i

or etching

idles v.

ling 25 sl

which apP

s the d*

SOLD ONLY ON SPOOLS.

This silk is of a fine size, slack-twist and

high lustre, and is sometimes called Filo-

floss. It is adapted to a wide range of art

work, as it may be used singly for fine out-

lines on light material, or with thread doubled

for heavier outlines or solid embroidery. It

is put up for the trade in boxes holding 12

spools, each containing 30 yards.
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Corticelli Sewing Silk.

Every spool warranted unequalled for hand or machine

sewing. Smooth, strong, full length. The engraving shows

very accurately the style of spool. An examination of the

label will also reveal the fact that this brand last year cele-

brated its fiftieth anniversary. During all these years it

has enjoyed the foremost position in the leading markets,

taking at the great Competitive Industrial Exhibitions and

World's Fairs a great number of first-class medals, includ-

ing several of gold. Improvements in machinery have been

adopted from time to time, so that the goods are to-day

produced with the assistance of electrical appliances which

indicate to the operator with lightning rapidity any break

in the delicate filaments which form the completed thread.

Black is sold in these sizes, viz. : OOO, 00, 0, A, B, C, D

and E, from finest to coarsest in order named. Colors are

gold in size A only, that being the medium and best size.

SOLD BY ALL ENTERPRISING DEALERS.
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Corticelli Button-Hole Twist,
This engraving repre-

sents the form in which

we have sold Button

Hole Twist extensively

for many years. At
the time of its adoption

the fashions were such

that only a single spool

would be required for

the ordinary garment.

With changes in fashion

this is now often insuffi-

cient, and dealers commonly sell two spools together for a

dress. An engraving of a different form of spool and holding

more twist may be seen below, with remarks on its con-

venience to dealers and consumers.

The style of spool shown in this engraving is of recent

adoption. While the form shown above is still in great

demand, this larger spool, with greater quantity of twist, is

rapidly gaining favor with

merchants, owing to its

convenience. In busy

stores, where light is in-

sufficient, and where the

smaller spool is sold, cus-

tomers are liable to receive

itwo spools unlike in color,

thus causing dissatisfac-

tion and loss of time. As
one of the larger spools is ample for any garment, this diffi-

culty is avoided by the use of this style. Black is sold in

these sizes, viz. : C, D, E and F, from finest to coarsest in

order named, all sizes measuring 16 yards on each spool.

Colors are sold in size D only, that being the medium and

best size. Progressive dealers sell these goods.
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Corticelli Embroidery Silk.

Jr OUNCE SPOOLS.10

Silk sold on this style of spool is used extensively for

flannel embroidery, for which it is well adapted. It can be

had of enterprising dealers in four sizes, viz. : E, EE, F
and FF, from finest to coarsest, in order named, as shown
in engraving.

This size of spool can only be obtained in cream white,

blue white and black.

For embroidery silk in fancy colors (size EE only), see

smaller spools shown on page 81.
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Florence Knitting Silk.

SOFT FINISH. FREE FROM POISONOUS DYES. STRICTLY PURE.

i*tiflHKSHE&Positively the only silk

suitable for knitting mit-

tens, stockings and other

articles of wearing apparel

which require washing.
Any fabric made from this

silk, whether knitted, cro-

cheted or woven, may be

washed without the slight-

est injury to color or tex-

ture.

Special attention is paid

to uniformity in size in all

knitting silk of this brand, p
For this reason it is always
carefully numbered for the yk

guidance of the purchaser.

Black, white and colors

are sold in these sizes, viz.

:

Nos. 300 and 500, coarse and fine, respectively. Each ball of No.

300 contains one-half ounce of silk, measuring 150 yards. Each

ball of No. 500 contains one-half ounce of silk, measuring 250 yards.

In order that our customers may not be deceived, the style of

ball in which it is sold is shown in our engraving. Observe that

the brand Florence is stamped on each spool ; also the No. 300 on

the coarser silk, and No. 500 on the finer.

Imitations in similar style are in the market, but under other

names. Other imitations have a larger spool, to hide the short

weight of silk.

NONOTUCK SILK CO.,
Sole Manufacturers.

C0RTICELLI

KnittingSilk.

HIGH LUSTRE.

FOR KNITTING.

FOR CROCHETING.
FOR EMBROIDERY.

"mm
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Florence Filoselle.

[FILLING SILK.]

{0,0
B>:>

'

Corti

Manufactured for fine art needle-work from
the best Italian silk, and dyed by the most
approved methods known to ancient and mod-
ern science. This brand is noted for uniformity

in the size of thread, and for the correct shad-

ing of colors. Every skein bears a ticket, with

trade-mark Florence, as shown in engraving
The color number is also placed on every ticket

throughout the entire list of nearly 300 shades,

which is a great convenience to dealers and
consumers.

See engraving.
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Corticelli Roll Braid.
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In making a lady's costume, a good Worsted Braid for

the bottom of the skirt is second only in importance to

good Sewing Silk and Button-hole Twist, hence every one

who knows the guarantee which the brand Corticelli gives

will be glad to find in the principal stores not only the

Silk and Twist, but neat and attractive rolls of Corticelli

Worsted Braid to match all the seasonable shades of dress

goods.

These braids contain only the best wool, and are made

of 61 threads of standard size, in the braiding and color-

ing of which the same care is taken which has given the

brand Corticelli an enviable reputation wherever found.
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FLORENCE SILK GLOVES,

FOR GENTLEMEN.

(Not Illustrated.)

These goods are lined throughout with soft silk. They

are made without seams, either inside or out, conse-

quently cannot rip. Being full-fashioned, they fit the

hand perfectly, and are in all respects the warmest, least

cumbersome and most genteel and durable glove for win-

ter wear now in market. Colors, Black and Seal Brown.

Sizes, Nos. 1, 2 and 3 ; large, medium and small.

FLORENCE SILK MITTENS,

FOR GENTLEMEN.

(Not Illustrated.)

Made in the same manner as the Gloves, and by many

preferred to them. They take up little room in the

pocket when not in use, and for walking and driving are

superior to mittens made of leather as a protection from

cold. We will send, post-paid, to any address, one pair

of these Mittens for $2.00, or one pair of Gloves for

NONOTUCK SILK CO.,

FLORENCE, MASS.
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FLORENCE SILK MITTENS
i

COf

FOR CHILDREN.

This engraving shows

style No. 480 of these goods.

The wrist and fancy open-

work back are lined through-

out with silk. They are

made of genuine Florence

Knitting Silk. Each pair is

placed in a fancy box bear-

ing the brand " Florence."

Sold by enterprising dealers

in these colors and sizes :

No. 6 and No. 7, Cream

White and Light Blue. No.

5, Black, Seal Brown, Gar-

net and Navy.

Size No. 7 is suitable for

children one year or less of

age. Size No. 6 is suitable

for children from one to

three years of age. Size No.

5 is suitable for children

from three to five years of

age.

For $1.00 we will send, post-paid, to any address, one

pair of these mittens, Size No. 7. For $1.12 we will send a

pair, size No. 6. For $1.25 we will send a pair size No. 5.

IsTOIsTOTTJOIC silk: CO.,

FLORENCE, MASS.

STYLE NO. 480.

[Engraving one half actual size of No. 5.]

..
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FLORENCE SILK MITTENS,
FOR LADIES.

This engraving

shows style STo. 865

of these goods. It is

published for the

convenience of ladies who

wish to obtain mittens

well made from Florence

Knitting Silk. What-

ever the design, all

real Florence Silk

Mittens are sold one

pair in a box, bear-

ing the brand
" Florence " on

one end. Col-

ors, Black, Seal

Brown, Garnet

and IsTavy. Sold by en-

terprising dealers.

We will send a pair of

these mittens, post-paid,

to any address, on re-
STYLE No. 865. . „ &-t c)n

[Engraving one-half actual size.] Cdpt OI tjpJL.ZO.

NONOTUCK SILK COMPANY, Florence, Mass.
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Florence ^iTiviifTEN^
• FOR LADIES.

This engraving
shows style No. 885

of these goods. It is

published for the con-

venience of ladies who
wish to obtain mittens

well made from Flor-

ence Knitting Silk.

Whatever the design,

all real Florence Silk

Mittens are sold one

pair in a box, bearing

the brand " Florence"

on one end. The
pattern shown here is

lined throughout the

wrist with silk. They

are perfect-fitting,

and, in cold climates,

are far more comfort-

able than any glove,

are more durable and

quite as elegant and

fashionable as the

best of gloves.

Colors, Black, Seal

Brown, Garnet and

Navy. Sold by en-

terprising dealers.

We will send a pair

of these mittens, post-

paid, to any address,

on receipt of $1.75. styTe NOi 885 .

[Engraving one-half actual size.]

^oiltotttcik: silk: go.,
FLORENCE, MASS.
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FLORENCE SILK MITTENS.
'This engraving shows

a popular style of these

goods. It is published as

a protection for those

ladies who wish to obtain

mittens well made from

genuine

Florence Knitting Silt.

Whatever the design,

all real Florence Silk Mit-

tens are sold one pair m
a box bearing the brand

"Florence" on one end.

The pattern shown

here is lined in back and'

wrist throughout with

silk. They are per-

fect fitting, and in

cold climates are far

more comfortable

than any glove, are

more durable and

quite as elegant and

fashionable as the

best of gloves.

Sold by dealers.

We will send a

pair of these mittens,

post-paid, to any ad-

dress, on receipt of

$2.00.

[Engraving one-half actual size.]

ZSTO^TOTTJCTC SILK CO.,
FLORENCE, MASS.

Style
No. 920.
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OH

Florence Silk Socks
FOR INFANTS.

Made from genuine
Florence Knitting Silk,

which will bear, without

injury, the frequent wash-
ings which such goods
must necessarily receive.

They do not shrink in

washing, and are more
durable than wool. The
very tasty pattern, com-
bined with shapeliness,

delicate colorings and
unique trimmings, will

commend these goods to

discriminating buyers.

Sold one pair in a neat

box. Colors, Cream
White, Light Blue,

Pink, Pink and
White combination

and Blue and White
combination.

We will send a

pair of these socks,

post-paid, to any
address,
on receipt

of $1.25.

,K CO-

[Tne engraving shows nearly the full size.]

^TO^TOTTJOTC silk: CO.,

FLORENCE, MASS.
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I

This engraving shows a grouping of the buildings used exclu-

sively for the manufacture of the goods advertised on several of
the preceding pages. They are located on Mill River, which empties
into the Connecticut River at a point only about three miles from
Florence, and in the immediate vicinity of Mount Holyoke and
Mount Tom. The scenery in this locality is very attractive, and
visitors to the valley, in a six-mile drive westward from Northamp-
ton to Haydenville through the beautiful villages of Florence and
Leeds, will pass all the buildings of this very extensive establish-

ment.
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PAYSON'S INDELIBLE INK,
THE

OLDEST
IN USE NEARLY 60 YEARS.

ALWAYS RELIABLE AND SATISFACTORY
THE
BEST

The Merrick Thread Co/s

SOFT

FINISH YARDS,

SIX CORD SPOOL COTTON,

For Hand and Machine Sewing.


